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Embedding functors and their arithmetic properties

Ting-Yu Lee

Abstract. In this article, we focus on how to embed a torus T into a reductive group G with
respect to a given root datum over a scheme S. This problem is also related to embedding
an etale algebra with involution into a central simple algebra with involution (cf. [PR10]). We

approach this problem by defining the embedding functor, which is representable and is a left
homogeneous Space over S under the automorphism group of G. In order to fix a connected

component of the embedding functor, we define an orientation u of with respect to G. We show
that the oriented embedding functor is also representable and is a homogeneous Space under
the adjoint action of G. Over a local field, the orientation u and the Tits index of G determine
the existence of an embedding of T into G with respect to the given root datum We also

use the techniques developed in Borovoi's paper [Bo99] to prove that the local-global principle
holds for oriented embedding functors in certain cases. Actually, the Brauer-Manin obstruction
is the only obstruction to the local-global principle for the oriented embedding functor. Finally,
we apply the results on oriented embedding functors to give an alternative proof of Prasad and

Rapinchuk's Theorem, and to improve Theorem 7.3 in [PR10].

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 11E57, 14L15, 14L30, 14L35, 20G30.
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Introduction

Let K be a field, A be a central simple algebra over K with involution r, and E be an
etale algebra over K with involution er. Suppose that r | k g\k- Let k be the field of
invariants KT, which is a global field. Motivated by the weak commensurability and

length-commensurability between locally Symmetrie Spaces ([PR09]), Prasad and

Rapinchuk discuss in [PR10] the local-global principle for embeddings of (E, er) into
(A, r) over K. This embedding problem is also related to studying the condition under
which the isomorphism classes of simple groups are determined by their isomorphism
classes of maximal tori over a number field (cf. [Gal2] and [PR09], Thm. 7.5).

Motivated by the work of Prasad and Rapinchuk, we consider the embedding
problem of a twisted root datum. Loosely speaking, a twisted root datum is a torus
equipped with some extra data related to the roots. In this article, we transform such
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embedding problem of algebras into a embedding problem of algebraic groups, in
order to work in a more conceptual framework. Moreover, in this framework, our
criteria can be applied not only to the classical groups but also to the exceptional

groups. Instead of a global field, we work over an arbitrary scheme.

Let S be a scheme and G be a reductive group scheme over S. Given an S-torus
T and a twisted root datum associated to T, we want to know when it is possible
to embed T in G so that the corresponding twisted root datum 0(G, T) is isomorphic
to To approach this problem, we first dehne the embedding functor ©(G, ^).
Roughly speaking, each point of the embedding functor is a closed immersion /
from T to G such that the twisted root datum 0(G, /(T)) is isomorphic to For
the formal dehnition, we refer to Section 1.1. Then our problem can be reformulated
as: when is the set ©(G, T)(S) nonempty?

We hrst prove that the embedding functor is a sheaf for the etale topology (in the

sense of big etale site). To be more precise, the embedding functor is a homogeneous
sheaf under the action of the automorphism group Auts_gr(G) over S, and it is a

principal homogeneous space under the automorphism group AutQL) over the scheme

of maximal tori of G. Then by the result in [SGA3], Exp. X, 5.5, we conclude that
the embedding functor ©(G, *L) is representable.

However, the embedding functor ©(G, *L) can be disconnected if Auts_gr(G) is.

Therefore, instead of dealing with ©(G, *L), we fix a particular connected component
of ©(G, *L) which will be called an oriented embedding functor. The way we fix a

connected component is to fix an orientation of with respect to G. An orientation
between semisimple S-groups was previously defined by Petrov and Stavrova ([PS]).
Here, we generalize it to an orientation between a twisted root datum and a reductive

S-group G, which is an element u in Isomext(fi/, G) (S) (Section. 1.2.1). We show that
the oriented embedding functor ©(G, u) is homogeneous under the adjoint action
of G over S and is principal homogeneous under the action of the Weyl group W(*P).
Hence, ©(G, u) is also representable (ref. [SGA3], Exp. X, 5.5). Moreover, in
Theorem 3.12, we show that over a local field L, the orientation together with the

Tits index of the given group determine the existence of L-points of the oriented

embedding functor.

The main application of embedding functors is to the embedding problem of
Azumaya algebras with involutions. Let R be a commutative ring, where 2 is invertible
in R. Let E be an etale algebra over R with involution er and A be an Azumaya algebra
with involution r. Suppose a\^ r |^. We ask when (E, er) can be embedded into

(A, r). The case where R is a global field is discussed in Prasad and Rapinchuk's
paper ([PR10]).

Over a commutative ring R in which 2 is an invertible element, we let R be the

ring of invariants RT. If R is equal to R, then r is said to be of the first kind. If R is

a quadratic extension of R, then r is said to be of the second kind. We consider the
reductive group G U(A, r)°, the torus T U(E, <r)° over R, and a twisted root
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datum attached to T. There is a nice correspondence between the R-points of the

embedding functor ©(G, *P) and the embeddings i: (E, er) -> (A, r), namely:

Theorem. Keep all the notation defined above. The set ofk-embeddingsfrom (E, er)

into (A, r) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of R-points of ©(G, ^),
exceptfor G oftype D4 or A ofdegree 2 with x orthogonal.

For G of type D4, we have a finer treatment and we refer to Proposition 2.17.

Moreover, for the involution r of the second kind, we prove that there is an orienta-
tion u such that all R-points on the connected component ©(G, u) are in one-to-
one correspondence with R-embeddings from (E, er) into (A, r) (see Remark 2.16,
Lemma 3.23).

The second part of this article is devoted to the arithmetic properties of the
embedding functor. In particular, we want to know if the Hasse principle holds for
the existence of /:-points of the oriented embedding functor ©(G, u), when k is

a global field. Since ©(G, u) is a homogeneous space under the group G whose
stabilizer is a torus, we use the technique developed by Borovoi to solve this problem,
cf. [Bo99]. Actually, in [Bo99], Borovoi proved that the Brauer-Manin obstruetion
to the Hasse principle is the only obstruetion in this case. He also computed the
obstruetion using the Galois hypercohomology. We apply his result to show the

following:

Theorem. Let G, ^ be as above, and T be the torus determined by Let u E

Isomext(*E, G)(k) be an orientation. Suppose that ^ satisfies one of the following
conditions:

1. all connected components of Dyn(^) (ks) are oftype C, where ks is a separable
closure ofk.

2. T is anisotropic at some place v

Then the local-global principle holds for the existence of a k-point of the oriented
embedding functor ©(G, u). In particular, when ^ is generic, the local-global
principle holds.

Finally, for a global field k of characteristic different from 2, we combine these

techniques and the correspondence established in Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.17

to give an alternative proof of Theorem A and Theorem 6.7 in [PR10]. Besides,

we provide an example (3.22) to show that the Hasse principle fails in some cases

when the involution r is orthogonal and A is M2m (D), where D is a division algebra
over K. The main reason for the failure is that the embedding functor ©(G, *P) is

disconnected in this case. Let ©(G, *P) Xi ]JX2. Then it may happen that the

embedding functor has a kv-point at each place v, but only Xi has a kVl -point, at

some place iq, and only X2 has a kV2 point, at another place i>2. This explains the
failure of the Hasse principle.
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1. Some general facts and notation

In this section, we briefly recall the notation and definitions which will be used later.
We also State some well-known theorems which are necessary for the development of
the main results about the embedding functor. Most of the material here can be found
in [SGA3], and in the Appendix A of the book by Conrad, Gabber, and Prasad [CGP].

1.1. Notation and Conventions. Let S be a scheme and Sf an S-scheme. For an
S-scheme X, we let Xs' be the scheme XxS' over Sf. For a set A, we let As denote

s
the disjoint union of the schemes S;, where i e A and each S; is isomorphic to S,

i.e. As Li/eA Si. We call As the constant scheme over S of type A. (ref. [SGA3],
Exp. I, 1.8).

Let Sch/S be the category of all S-schemes. Throughout this article, the etale site

of S means the big etale site. Namely, we equip the category Sch/S with the following
fi

topology: for an S-scheme U, {U; U}; is a covering of U if for each z, f is an

etale morphism and U {Jt //(U;). For a detailed introduction to Grothendieck
topology, we refer to the lecture notes by Brochard [Br].

1.2. Torsors and homogeneous spaces. Let G be an S-group sheaf for etale topology.

Let 3* and X be S-sheaves. Let p: 3r -> X be a morphism between S-

sheaves. Then 3r is called a right (resp. left) G-sheaf over X with respect to p if 3r
is equipped with an G-action satisfying p(fg) p{f) (resp. p(gf) p(f) for
all (/, g) e (3rxG)(S') and for all S-schemes S'. Note that XxG can be equipped
with a right G-action as (x, g)o (x, go). Let px be the projection from XxG to
X. Then XxG is a right G-sheaf over X with respect to px. A G-sheaf 3? over X
with respect to p is trivial if it is isomorphic to XxG with respect to px as G-sheaves

over X. A right G-sheaf 3? over X with respect to p is called a G-torsor over X if
there is an epimorphism of S-sheaves tt : Y -> X such that Yxf over Y is a trivial
G-sheaf.

X

Proposition 1.1. Let G be an S-group sheaf, Xbea sheafover S. Let 3? be a G-sheaf
overX with respect to an S-sheafmorphism p\ 3? —X. Then 3? is atorsor overXif
and only ifp is an epimorphism of S-sheaves and the morphism i: JxG -> 3? x 3?

defined as i(x,h) (x, xh) is invertible.

Proof [DG70], Chap. III, §4, Corollary 1.7.

Let G be an S-group sheaf. Let 3r and X be S-sheaves. Let p: 3r X be

a morphism between S-sheaves. A G-sheaf 3r over X with respect to p is called
a G-homogeneous space if p is an epimorphism of S-sheaves and the morphism
i: 3* xG —3* x3r defined as i (x,h) (x, xh) is an epimorphism between sheaves

x
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1.3. Root data and twisted root datum. Let xj/ (M, Mv, R, Rv) be a root datum

(ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXI, 1.1.1). Let A c Rbea System of simple roots of R. The
root datum xj/ plus a System of simple roots A of R is called a pinning root datum,
and we denote it as (M, Mv, R, Rv, A).

The subgroup of the automorphism group of M generated by the reflections
{^a}aeR is called the Weyl group of x/f, and we denote it byW(xfr).

For a finite subset R (resp. Rv)of M (resp. Mv), we let T0(R) (resp. T0(RV)) be
the subgroup generated by R (resp. Rv) and we let V(R) (resp. V(RV) be the vector

space definedby T0(R) ®z Q (resp. T0(RV) ®z Q).
A root datum is called reduced if for all a e R, we have 2a R. A root datum

is called semisimple if rank(T0(R)) rank(M). A root datum (M,MV,R,RV) is

called adjoint (resp. simply connected) if M To(R) (resp. Mv To(Rv)).
We dehne the dual root datum of xj/ to be (Mv, M, Rv, R), and denote it as xf/v.

1.3.1. Radical and coradical of root data. Let

N {x g M I av(x) 0 for all av g Rv}.

Then the dual of N can be identihed with Mv/V(RV) D Mv (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXI,
6.3.1).

Dehne the coradical of xf to be the root datum (N,NV, 0, 0) and denote it as

corad(^). We dehne the radical of xj/ to be corad(^v)v, and denote it as rad(^).

1.3.2. Induced and coinduced root data. Givena root datum xj/ (M,MV,R,RV),
and a subgroup N of M which contains T0(R), let z'n: N -> M be the natural inclu-
sion, and i^: Mv -> Nv be the corresponding map on Mv. Let RN R and

R^ i^ (Rv). We dehne the root datum as (N, Nv, Rn, R^), which is called the
induced root datum of ^respecttoN. IfN T0(R), then ^Nis an adjoint root datum,
and we denote it as ad(^). If N V(R) fj M, then is a semisimple root datum,
and we denote x//^ as ss(^). We let der(^) ss(^v)v, and sc(^) ad(^v)v.

1.3.3. Morphisms between root data. Let

fx (Mi,M^,Ri,R^) and x/f2 (M2, M^, R2, R^)

be two root data. A module morphism / : Mi -> M2 is a morphism between xj/\ and
xf/2 if/ inducesabijection between Ri andR2 and the transpose mapf f : ->
is a bijection between R^ and R^.

Proposition 1.2. Keep all the notation above. If f: Mi -> M2 is a morphism
between xj/\ and x//2, then {f(f(a)v) ay, and the map sa -> £/(«) for a G Ri
extends to an isomorphism between W(^i) andW(x//2),
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Proof [SGA3], Exp. XXI, 6.1.1 and 6.2.2.

Let Aut(^) be the automorphism group of t/t, and fix a System of simple roots A
of R. Define the abstract group

EaW {u e Aut(\Js) | u{A) A}.

Then we have the following:

Proposition 1.3. W(^) is a normal subgroup ofkwt{^/), and Aut(^) is a semi-direct
product ofW(x//) by Ea(V0-

Proof. [SGA3], Exp. XXI, 6.7.1 and 6.7.2.

1.3.4. Twisted root data. Let T be an S-torus. Let M be the character group scheme

associated to T, i.e. M(S') Homs'-gr(Ts', sO- Let (M, Mv,be
a twisted root datum associated to T (ref. [SGA3], Exp. 22, Def. 1.9).

The root datum is split if T is split. A twisted root datum is called reduced if
for all S-schemes S' and all a e ^(S'), we have 2a £ 3l{S').

Let \j/ (M, Mv, R, Rv) be a root datum. A twisted root datum is said to have

type \j/ at the point s of S if VPy ~ (Mj, Mj, R^, Rj).
Let <??v) be a twisted root datum. Since at each s e S, there is

an etale neighborhood such that T splits, we can define ad(^), sc(^), ss(^), der(^)
etale locally, and by the functoriality of induced root data, define them over S by
descent ([SGA3], Exp. XXI, 6.5).

Let ^2 (M2, <??2, <^2) two twisted root
data. Let Ti, T2 be the tori determined by and *P2 respectively. An S-group
morphism /: T2 -> Ti is a morphismfrom VPi to *P2 if / induces an isomorphism
from Äito Ä2 and an isomorphism from to 3V[. We can also define the induced
twisted root data by etale descent, and define ad(^), ss(^), der(^) and sc(^) as we
have done for the root data.

1.3.5. Weyl groups, Isom, Isomext and Isomint for twisted root data. Let be

a twisted root datum. Suppose is split and (Ms, Mg Rs, R$). Let ^ be the

root datum (M, Mv, R, Rv). Let Wbe the Weyl group of \j/, and define W(VP) Ws.
Suppose that is not split. Then we can find an etale covering {S; -> S} such that
VPs/ is split. By Proposition 1.6, the canonical isomorphism between (Vfs/)sy and

(^Sy)s/ gives a canonical isomorphism between W(^s/)sy and W(VPs/)s/ andhence

gives a descent data for {W(VPs/)}i> which allows us to define W(*P).
Let Aut(VP) be the automorphism functor of Vf. By descent, we can define the

Weyl group W(VP). Then by Proposition 1.3, we can define the following exact

sequence by etale descent:

1 — WOL) — AutQE) — Autext(®) — 1.
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Then we have the following proposition:

Proposition 1.4. Keep the notation above. The automorphism group Aut(^) is

representable by a twisted constant S-scheme, and W(VP) is normal in AutQP). Let
Autext(*P) be the quotient group of Aut(^) by W(*P). Then Autext(*P) is also

representable by a twisted constant S-scheme.

Proofi Note that we can find an etale covering {S; -> S}/ such that is split
([SGA3], Exp. X, 4.5). By Proposition 1.3 Aut(Vfrs:.) and Autextare constant

group schemes over S;. By [SGA3], Exp. X, 5.5, {S/ -> S}/ gives an effective
descent datum, so AutffiN,) and Autext(^s7) are representable.

Let VPi, ^2 be two twisted root data. Suppose ^2 is a twisted form of VPi. Let
Isom(^i, ^2) be the isomorphism functor between and ^2- Then Isom(^i, *P2)

is a right principal homogeneous space of Aut(^i) and a left principle homogeneous
of AutQE?). Since Aut(*P2) is representable, Isom(^i, *P2) is also representable.

Define Isomext(^i, ^2) W(^) \ Isom(^i, *P2).

Note that for / e Isom(^i, *P2)(S), we have f~x o W(^) 0 / W(VPi) by
Proposition 1.2. Therefore we have a natural isomorphism from Isomext(*Pi, ^2) to

Isom(^i, ^2)/W(^i). Then Isomext(^i, ^2) is a left Autext(^P?)-principal homo-

geneous space and a right Autext (^1)-principal homogeneous space. An orientation
of with respect to ^2 is an S-point of Isomext(*Pi, ^2)-

Suppose that there is u e Isomext(^i, *P2)(S). Then we can regard S as an

Isomext(^i, ^2)-scheme through u and define

IsomintM(^i, ^2) •= S x Isom(^i,^2).
Isomext(\E'i

1.4. Reductive groups. An S-group scheme G is called reductive (resp.
semisimple) if it is affine and smooth over S, and all the geometrical fibers are connected
and reductive (resp. semisimple) (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XIX, Def. 2.7).

Let G be a reductive S-group scheme and suppose that T is a maximal torus in
G. We let 0(G, T) be the twisted root datum of G with respect to T (ref. [SGA3],
Exp. XXII, 1.10).

For a point s e S, let k (s) be the residue field of s and k (s) be the algebraic closure
of k(s). Let s be the scheme Spec(k(s)). The type of G at s is the type of 0(G^, T0),
where T0 is a maximal torus of G^ (ref. [SGA3], Exp. 22, Def. 2.6.1, 2.7). Note that
the type of G is locally constant over S (ref [SGA3], Exp. 22, Prop. 2.8).

A reductive S-group G is split if there is a maximal torus T of G and a root datum

(M, Mv, R, Rv) such that 0(G, T) ~ (Ms, Rs, R$) and satisfying the following:

1. S is nonempty and each root a e S (resp. av e Rv) can be identified as a

constant map from S to M (resp. Mv).
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2. Let g Lie(G/S) and t Lie(T/S). Under the adjoint action of T, g

t 0 UaeR where the g°"s are free 0s-modules.

In this case, we say that G is split relatively to T (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXII, 1.13 and

2.7).
Let us endow S with the etale topology. Let S' be an S-scheme, and G be an

S-group scheme. Let Auts_gr(G) be the sheaf of group automorphisms of G. Then

we can dehne the group homomorphism

ad: G ^ Auts_gr(G)

which maps an element g of G(S') to an automorphism of Gs' dehned by the conjuga-
tion by g. Let Centr (G) be the center of G. Then the image sheaf of ad is isomorphic
to G/Centr(G) and ad(G) is normal in Auts_gr(G). So we have the exact sequence of
S-group sheaves:

1 —> ad(G) —> Auts gr(G) —> Autext(G) —> 1.

Theorem 1.5. Let Sbea scheme and G be a reductive S-group scheme. For the exact

sequence ofS-sheaves:

1 —> ad(G) —> Auts gr(G) Autext(G) —> 1,

we have the following:

(i) Auts gr(G) is represented by a separated, smooth S-scheme.

(ii) Autext (G) is represented by a twistedfinitely generated constant scheme.

(iii) Suppose that G splits relatively to T, and 0(G,T) ~ (Ms, Mg Rs, Rg Let
(\/r, A) (M, Mv, R, Rv, A)beapinning rootdatum. Then there is a monomorphem

between sheaves a: Ea(V0s ^ Auts gr(G) such that

p o a: Ea(V^)s Autext(G)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, Theorem 1.3.

For a subgroup scheme H of G, let Auts_gr(G, H) be the subsheaf of Auts_gr(G)
which normalizes H, i.e. Auts_gr(G,H) NormAuts r(o)(H) (cf. [SGA3], Exp. VIB,

Def. 6.1 (iii)). We let Autext(G, H) be the quotient sheaf

Autg „.(G, H)/Norm
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1.5. Dynkin diagrams. For each reductive S-group G, we can associate a Dynkin
diagram scheme Dyn(G) to G (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 3.2 and 3.3). Moreover we
have the following:

Proposition 1.6. If G is semisimple (resp. adjoint or simply connected), then the

morphism
Autext(G) -> AutDyn (Dyn (G))

is a monomorphism (resp. isomorphism).

Proofi [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 3.6.

Given a twisted root datum vp over S, we can also define the Dynkin scheme of
VP in a similar way and denote it by Dyn(VP). We also have a natural morphism from
Autext(VP) to AutD (Dyn(VP)), which will be a monomorphism (resp. isomorphism)
if Vp is reduced semisimple (resp. reduced adjoint or reduced simply connected).

For a root datum x/z, we can associate to each connected component of its Dynkin
diagram Dyn(x/r) a type according to the Classification of Dynkin diagrams (ref.
[SGA3], Exp. XXI, 7.4.6). Let T be the set of all types of Dynkin diagram. Simi-
larly, for each Dynkin scheme D over S, we can associate the scheme of connected

components D0 to D (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 5.2). We can also define a morphism

a: Do ^ Ts.

Let v e T. If D0 a~l(\), then we say D is isotypical oftype v. If the Dynkin
scheme Dyn(4>) is connected at each über over S and is of constant type v, then we
say that VP is simple of type v.

1.6. Parabolic subgroups. Let S be a scheme and G be a reductive S-group. A
subgroup scheme P of G over S is called parabolic if

1. P is smooth over S.

2. For each s e S, the quotient G^/P^ is proper.

Let us keep the notation in Section 1.4. Let 8 {G, T, R, A, {Xa}aGA} be a

pinning of G and P be a parabolic subgroup. The pinning E is said to be adapted to
P if P contains T and Lie(P/S) t 0 UaeR/ where Rf is a subset of R which
contains all the positive roots. In this case, we denote A(P) A D —R'.

Let Of(Dyn(G)) be the functor defined as the following: for each S-scheme S',

Of (Dyn(G))(Sr) is the set of all subschemes of Dyn(G)s' which are open and closed.
Then Of(Dyn(G)) is a twisted finite constant scheme. Let Par(G) be the functor
defined by Par(G)(S/) is the set of all parabolic subgroups of G$, for each S-scheme
S'. One can define a morphism

t: Par(G) -> Of(Dyn(G))

satisfying the following:
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1. t is functorial in G.

2. If 8 is a pinning of G adapted to the parabolic subgroup P, then t(P) A(P)s.
For a parabolic subgroup P of G, we call t(P) the type of P.

Proposition 1.7. Let S, G be as above. Let P be a parabolic subgroup ofG. Let tf
be a section ofOf (Dyn(G)) over S and tf 3 t(P). Then there is a unique parabolic
subgroup P' ofG which contains P and the type ofV is t\

Proof [SGA3], Exp. XXVI, Lemme 3.8.

2. Embedding functors

Let S be a scheme and G be a reductive group over S. Let T be an S-torus and be

a root datum associated to T. We would like to know if we can embed T in G as a

maximal torus such that the twisted root datum <t>(G, T) is isomorphic to VP. To answer
this question, we first dehne the embedding functor © (G, VP). The embedding functor
is representable and is a left Auts_gr(G)-homogeneous space. Brieüy speaking, each

S-point of E(G, VP) corresponds to an embedding from T to G with respect to VP.

In the second part, we hrst dehne an orientation v of VP with respect to G. Once

we can hx an orientation, we can hx a connected component of E(G, VP), which is

called an oriented embedding functor. The oriented embedding functor ©(G, VP, v)
is also representable and is a left G-homogeneous space.

In the end of this section, we show that the embedding functor has an interpreta-
tion in the embedding problem of Azumaya algebras with involution. Moreover, we
show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the ä;-points of the embedding

functor and the /:-embeddings from an etale /:-algebra with involution into an

Azumaya algebra with involution.

2.1. Embedding functors. Let S be a scheme, G be a reductive S-group scheme.

Let T be an S-torus. Let M be the character group scheme associated to T, and

(M, Mv, Jl, Jlv) be a root datum associated to T. We dehne the embedding
functor by

©(G,T0(S0 /: TS' Gs

/ is both a closed immersion and a group
homomorphism which induces an

isomorphism /^: ^ ^(Gsl /(TV))
such that f^(a)=ao /_1 |/(ts/) for all
a G M(S"), for each S'-scheme S"

for Sr a scheme over S. In this article, we always assume that at each geometric point
s G S, the root datum vpj is isomorphic to the root datum of G^. Therefore, ©(G, VP)

is not empty in our case.
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The embedding functor ©(G, *P) is naturally equipped with a left Auts_gr(G)-
action defined as compositions of functions. Namely dehne

/: Auts_gr(G) x ®(G, 9) -> ©(G, 9)

as /(er, f) er o / for all er e Auts_gr(G)(S/), / e ©(G, VP)(S') and S' an S-scheme.
Since Aut(VP) c Auts_gr(M) and Auts_gr(T) Auts gr6A0op, we can regard

Aut(VP) as a subgroup of Auts gr(T) through the inverse map between Auts_gr(M)
and Auts We dehne a right Aut(*P)-action on ©(G, VP) as a composition of
an automorphism of T followed by a closed embedding from ©(G, VP).

Now, let T be the scheme of maximal tori of G (cf. [SGA3], XII, 1.10). We
think about the morphism n: ©(G, VP) -> T dehned as Jt(f) /(TV), where

/ e ©(G, VPXS'), and Sf is a scheme over S. Then we have the following:

Theorem 2.1. In the sense ofthe etale topology, ©(G, VP) is a homogeneous space
over S under the left Auts (G)-actiont and a torsor over T under the right AutQP)-
action. Moreover, ©(G, VP) is representable by an S-scheme.

Proofi We divide the argument into the following three parts:

Claim. ©(G, VP) is a sheaffor the etale topology.

Proof. Let {S; —S} be an etale covering. Since ©(G, VP) is a subfunetor of
Homs_gr(T, G) and Homs_gr(T, G) is a sheaf, we only need to prove that for / e

Homs_gr(T, G)(S) if /S/ G ©(G, then / e ©(G, ®)(S).
We note that to verify that / is a closed immersion and /(T) is a maximal torus,

it is enough to verify it etale locally. Since /s7 is in ©(G, VP)(S/), by the dehnition
of ©(G, VP), fst is a closed immersion and /(T)sz is a maximal torus. Hence / is a

closed immersion and /(T) is a maximal torus. Finally, is an isomorphism etale

locally, so is an isomorphism. We conclude that ©(G, VP) is a sheaf.

Claim. ©(G, is homogeneous under the left Auts sr(G)-action, which is defined
as composition offunctions.

Proof. Let S' be a scheme over S, and /i, /2 be two elements in ©(G, ^)(Sr). Let
Fi f{TsO» i =h 2 respectively. Then there exists an etale neighborhood U of
S/ where Fi and F2 are conjugated (ref. [SGA3], Exp. 12, Theorem 1.7), so we can

assume Fi?u F2,u- Moreover, we can even assume Gu is split relatively to Fi?u
(ref. [SGA3], Exp. 22, 2.3). By abuse of notation, we still use /2 o f~x to denote
the morphism from Fi?u to F2jU. Then by the dehnition of the ©(G, *P)-functor,
we know that f2 o fffx induces an automorphism on 0(Gu, / (Fi?u))- According to
Theorem 1.5, we can hnd er, which is an automorphism of Gu, such that er o f2 f\,
which proves the claim.
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Claim. ©(G, 4>) is a right Aut (^)-torsor over T for etale topology.

Proofi We first prove that tt : ©(G, 4>) -> T is surjective as an S-sheaf morphism for
the etale topology. For an S-scheme Sf and an element F in T(Sr), which means that
F is a maximal torus in Gss for each s' e S', we can find an etale open neighborhood
U/ -> S' such that splits and Gu' splits relatively to Fu'. Therefore, 4>u' and

<P(G, F)u/ are isomorphic as we assume that both of them are with the same type at

each gcomc.ric poim. Hence, there is / ®(G, *)(U') such .ha. *(/) F x u'.

Next, let us show that ©(G, VP) x Aut(VP) ~ ©(G, VP) x ©(G, VP) as Aut(VP)-
s y

space. By identifying Aut(4>) with a subgroup of Aut(T), we regard a e Aut(^)(Sr)
as an element of Auts_gr(T)(S/). Define

m: ©(G, x AutQE) -> ©(G, x ©(G,
s y

as m(fa) (/, / o a) for all S/ a scheme over S.

Given (/i,/2) g (G(G,9) x ©(G, vp))(S'), we let F MTs') Ts>)

and O <t>(Gs',F). Then both induce isomorphisms from to ^ so

° an automorphism of VPs'. So we can define

i: ©(G, x ®(G, -> ©(G, x AutOE)
y s

as /(/i, /2) (/i, /f1 o fi)- Then we have

i om(f; a) i(f,f° o) (/, /_1 ° / o a) (/, a);

m o /(/L /2) m(/i, /i_1 o /2) (/x, /2).

Therefore i is the inverse map of m and the claim follows from Proposition 1.1.

Now we want to show that ©(G, 4>) is a scheme. As we have mentioned in
Proposition 1.2, the group scheme AutQP) is etale locally constant. Therefore, the

Aut(*P)-torsor ©(G, 4>) is representable by [SGA3], Exp. X, 5.5.

For a maximal torus X of G, we let Xad be the corresponding torus in ad(G). Note
that X/Centr(G) Xad (ref. [SGA3], Exp. 24, Prop. 2.1). For / g ©(G, ®)(S'),
we define the stabilizer of / under the Auts,_gr(Gs') as

Stab(/)(S") {x e AutS"-gr(GS") | x o /S" /s//}

Proposition 2.2. Let f G ©(G, ^)(Sr) andX /(Ts')- Then Stab( f) is isomorphic

to Xad.

Proof Let g g Auts"-gr(Gs"). Then er G Stabf f) (S") if and only ifg Ix is the identity
map on X, which means Stabf f) Auts_gr(G, idx). Since Auts_gr(G, idx) Xad

(ref. [SGA3], Exp. 24, Prop. 2.11), Stab(/) Xad.
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2.2. Oriented embedding functors

2.2.1. The deflnition of an orientation. Let (M, Mv, 31, 3lw) be a twisted
reduced root datum over S, and G be a reductive group over S. Suppose that and

G have the same type at each s e S. From Theorem 2.1, we know that ©(G, *F) is

a homogeneous space under the action of Auts_gr(G). However, Auts_gr(G) may be

disconnected, so we would like to fix an extra datum "v" to make our embedding
functor together with "v" to be a homogeneous space under the adjoint action of G.
The "v" will be called an orientation of VP with respect to G.

First, we suppose that G has a maximal torus T. Let <t>(G, T) be the twisted root
datum of G with respect to T.

For an S-scheme S', and for er e Auts_gr(G, T)(S'), er induces an automorphism
on <F(G, T), and induces a left action on / e Isom(*F, <F(G, T))(S') which is defined
as

(p • /)00 f(x)o(j~1,
for all x e Ms'(S"), where S" is an S'-scheme.

Let V be another maximal torus of G, and TranstG(T, V) be the strict transporter
from T to V (cf. [SGA3], Exp. VIB, Def. 6.1 (ii)). Then we have a natural morphism
(for the Convention, we refer to [Gir], Chap. III, Def. 1.3.1.):

NornvTT)
TranstG(T, T') A Isom^, <F(G, T)) -> IsomOL, <F(G, T')).

Since TranstG (T, T') is a right principal homogeneous space under NormG (T) and

NormG(T) acts on the left of Isomext(*F, 0(G, T)) trivially, we have the following
canonical morphism:

Norm,; (T)
Isomext(^, 0(G, T)) ~ TranstG(T, T') A Isomext(^, 0(G, T))

~ Isomextffi*, 0(G, T')).

Therefore, for G with a maximal torus T, we can define

Isomextf^F, G) := Isomextffi*, 0(G, T)).

In general, since G has a maximal torus etale locally, we can find an etale covering
{S; -> S}( such that Gsz has a maximal torus, and we can define Isomext(*F, G) by
the descent data of Isomext(^S/ > Gs,:).

An orientation of with respect to G is an S-point of Isomext(^, G). A twisted
root datum together with an orientation v e Isomext (^, G) (S) is called an oriented
root datum and we denote it as (^, v).

One can also define the functor IsomextfG, *F) in the same way. Suppose that
G is with a maximal torus T. Then there is a natural isomorphism t between
Isom(*F, 0(G, T)) and Isom(0(G, T), sending u to u~x. This isomorphism also
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induces an isomorphism between Isomext(4>, 0(G,T)) and Isomext(Q(G, T),4Q.
Let T' be another maximal torus of G. We have the following commutative diagram:

Nornv:(T) NorrnAT)
TranstG(T,TO A Isom(^, 0(G, T)) ^ Isom(0(G, T), 4>) A TranstG(V, T)

Isom(4>, 0(G, TO) ^ Isom(0(G, TO, ^)

Therefore, the morphism t defines an isomorphism between IsomextfT*, G) and

Isomext(G, 4>) and we can dehne t for an arbitrary reductive group G by descent.

Remark 2.3. Actually, in our case, there is no difference between the transporter
TransG(T, TO and the strict transporter TranstG (T, TO sincebothTandT/ are maximal
tori.

Proposition 2.4. Let G' be another reductive group over S. Suppose that G' and
have the same type at eachfibre over S. Then we will have the following map:

Isomextf^T, G') x IsomextfG, 4>) -> IsomextfG, G0-

Proofi To see this, we hrst suppose that both G and G' have maximal tori. Let T
and V be the maximal tori of G and G' respectively. Then the natural map from
Isom(4>, <D(G', TO) x Isom(0(G, T), ^) to Isom(0(G, T), <D(G', TO), induces the

map

IsomextOL, <D(G', TO) x Isomext(0(G, T), ®) -> Isomext(0(G, T), <D(G', TO).

Wenow wantto show that Isomext(0(G, T), O(G0 TO) — IsomextfG, GQ. Note
that we have natural morphisms from Isoms_gr(G, T; GO T0/Normad^(ad(T)) to
Isomext(0(G, T), <D(G', TO). By [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 2.2, we have

IspmS-gr(G, T; Gf, TO /Normad^ (ad(D) ^>Isomext(G, GO

So we have a map

i \: Isomext(G, GO -> Isomext(<D(G, T), <D(G', TO).

Note that IsomextfG; GO and Isomext(0(G, T), O(G0 TO) are principal homo-

geneous Spaces under Autext(G) and Autext(0(G, T)) respectively.
By [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 2.1, we have that Autext(G,T) ^ Autext(G). Moreover,

by Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.3, the natural map between Autext(G, T) and

Autext(0(G, T)) is an isomorphism on each geometric über, so

Autext(G) ~ Autext(G, T) ~ Autext(0(G, T)).

Under these identihcations, the map i\ is a morphism between Autext(G)-principal
homogeneous Spaces. So it is an isomorphism.

For general reductive groups G and G', we can dehne this map by descent.
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Remark 2.5. For a semisimple group G, there is also a definition of an orientation
of G (ref. [PS]). Let Gqs be a quasi-split form of G, and V be a maximal torus of
Gqs. If we replace above by 0(G^, T'), then an orientation of with respect to
G is called an orientation of G in [PS], §2.

2.2.2. Oriented embedding functors. Given an oriented twisted root datum (4P, v)
of with respect to G, we dehne the oriented embedding functor as:

With all the notation dehned above, we have the following result similar to Theorem

2.1:

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that G is reductive. Then in the sense ofthe etale topology,
©(G, v) is a left homogeneous space under the adjoint action ofG, and a torsor
over T under the right W(^)-action. Moreover, ©(G, v) is representable by an
affine S-scheme.

Proof Since ©(G, and Isomextf^, G) are sheaves, ©(G, v) is an S-sheaf.

Let S/ be an S-scheme, /i, /2 e ©(G, v)(S/) and T; fi(TV), for i 1,2
respectively. There is an etale neighborhood U of Sf such that G splits relatively to
T;5u's and hence there is g e Tränst(Ti, T2)(U) (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 1.5).

By the dehnition of ©(G, v), we know that and have the same im-
age in Isomext(*P, G)(S'), and therefore g • and have the same image in
Isomext(^, 0(G, T2))(S/). Since Gu splits relatively to T2jU, we can hnd n e

NormG(T)(U) such that n • g • /2^, which proves that ©(G, v) is a

homogeneous space under the adjoint action of G.

Next, we show that tt : ©(G, v) -> T is surjective as a morphism of sheaves.

As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1, n : ©(G, *P) -> T is surjective, so for
an S-scheme S' and X e T(Sr), there is an etale covering {S • -> S'} such that for each

i, there is fi e ©(G, *P)(S-) with7r(/) Xs/. Moreover, we can assume Gs/ issplit
relatively to Xs/. Then Auts gr(G, T)(S-) is mapped surjectively to Autext(G)fS-)
(ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, 2.1), which allows us to find 07 G Auts_gr(G, T)(S-) such

that 07 o fi g ©(G, v)(Sfi). Therefore, tt : ©(G, v) -> T is surjective.
Finally, we want to prove that ©(G, v) is a right W(*P)-torsor over T. We

identify W(*P) with a subgroup of Auts_gr(T). So for w e W(^)(Sr), we can regard
it as an element in Auts_gr(T)(S/). By the definition of Isomextffi*, G), W(*P) acts

trivially on Isomextffi*, G). Therefore, we can consider the map

defined as mv(f w) (/, / o w), for / e ©(G, v)(Sf), w e W(^)(Sr), where
Sf is an S-scheme.

/ G ©(G, ^)(Sr), and the image
of in Isomext(*P, G)(S') is v.

mv : ©(G, v) x W(^) -> ©(G, v) x ©(G, v)
s V
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On the other hand, given /i, f2 e ©(G, *P, v)(Sf) with /i(T) /2(T), and

have the same image in Isomext(^, 0(G, f\(T))), so ff1 o /2 defines an element
in W(^)(S0.

Then we can dehne the map

iv : ©(G, v) x ©(G, v) -> ©(G, % v) x W(T)
y s

as f2) (fi.fr1 o f2) for (/i, f2)e@(G, f, tO(S') x ®(G, v)(S'), S'

an S-scheme. As what we have verihed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have that
iV9 mv are the inverse maps of each other. Again, by Proposition 1.1, we conclude
that ©(G, VP, v) is a W(*P)-torsor over T and by [SGA3], Exp. X, 5.5, ©(G, VP, v) is

representable. Since T is affine and W(VP) is hnite, ©(G, VP, v) is represented by an

affine S-scheme.

For a reductive group G, we let der(G) be the derived group of G and ss(G) be the

semisimple group associated to G. Let sc(G) be the simply connected group associ-
ated to der(G). The following corollary allows us to reduce the oriented embedding
problem of reductive groups to that of semisimple simply connected groups, which
is useful for arithmetic purposes.

Corollary 2.7. Let v e Isomext(*P, G)(S). Then v induces an orientation üder e
Isomext(derQP), der(G))(S). Moreover, we have a natural isomorphism

©(G, VP, v) ©(der(G), der(*P), uder).

One can also replace der(*P) and der(G) by ad(*P) and ad(G), ss(VP) and ss(G),
sc(*P) and sc(G) respectively.

Proof. The key point lies in the functoriality of the induced and coinduced Operation
on the root data and the one-to-one correspondence between the maximal tori of G and
the maximal tori of der(G) (resp. ad(G), sc(G)), which gives us a natural isomorphism
from Isomext(*P, G) to Isomext(der(VP), der(G)) (resp. Isomext(ad(*P), ad(G)),
Isomext(ss(^), ss(G)), Isomext(sc(^), sc(G))). Hence, we only prove the case for
der(*P) and der(G) in detail, all the other cases can be proved similarly.

Suppose that G has a maximal torus T. Let V T D der(G). Then V is

a maximal torus of der(G) and der(<t>(G, T)) <t>(der(G), T'). Moreover, the
scheme of maximal tori of G is isomorphic to the scheme of maximal tori of der(G)
(ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXII, 6.2.7, 6.2.8). Therefore, there is a natural morphism *der

from IsomQP, Q(G, T)) to Isom(der(*P), Q(der(G), V)). Moreover, by Proposition

1.6, the natural morphism from vp to der(*P) induces an isomorphism from
W(VP) to W(der(VP)), so ider induces a natural morphism from Isomext(*P, 0(G, T)) to
Isomext(der (VP), 0(der(G), T')), and hence a natural morphism from Isomext(*P, G)
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to Isomext(der(*F), der(G)) by descent. Therefore, given v e Isomextf^, G)(S), we
can have v^er e Isomext(der(^), der(G)) induced by v.

Since W(*F) is isomorphic to W(der(*F)), by Theorem 2.6, both ©(G, v) and

©(der(G), der(*F), vder) are W(*F)-torsors over the scheme of maximal tori. Thus,
the natural morphism

©(G, v) ©(der(G), der(*F), vder)

is an isomorphism.

2.3. Examples-embedding functors and embedding problems of Azumaya al-
gebras with involution. In this section, we want to show the relations between
the embedding functors and embedding problems of Azumaya algebras with involution.

For the background of Azumaya algebras, we refer to the book by Knus [KN],
Chap. III, §5, and the paper [KPS90].

Let K be a commutative ring and suppose that 2 is invertible in K. Let A be an

Azumaya algebra over K of degree n equipped with an involution r. Let k — Kx be
the elements in K fixed by r. If k K, then r is said to be of the first kind. If K is

an etale quadratic extension over k, then r is said to be of the second kind. Let E be a

commutative etale algebra over K of rank n equipped with an involution er. Assume

<j\K T\K.
Let U(E, er) and U(A, r) be two algebraic k-groups defined as follows: for any

commutative /:-algebra C,

U(E, cr)(C) {x e E (g)£ C | xa(x) 1},

and

U(A, r)(C) {x e A (g)£ C | xx{x) 1}.

Let T U(E, cr)°, the identity component of U(E, er), and G U(A, r)°. Since 2

is invertible in K, G is smooth at each über.
Then we associate a root datum to T. The idea is to associate a "split form"

(A0, r0) (resp. (E0, cr0)) toeach (A, r) (resp. (E, er)). Fromthe split form (A0, r0), we
get a group Go with a split maximal torus T0. Let 0(Go, T0) be the root datum of Go

with respect to T0. Then we use the isomorphism between Aut(E0, cro) and Aut(^0)
to associate a twisted root datum to (E, er). This allows us to transfer a k-Qmbedding
from (E, er) to (A, r) to a k-point of the embedding funetor ©(G, *F). Moreover, we
will show that the /:-points of ©(G, *F) are in one-to-one correspondence with the

/:-embeddings from (E, er) to (A, r). To simplify things, we always assume that A
and E have constant rank over K.
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2.3.1. The root datum associated to T

Notation for the case where the involution r is of the second kind. If r is an

involution of the second kind, then we let A0 be Mn^ x M°p^, where Mn^ Stands for
the n x n-matrix algebra defined over k, and let E0 be kn xkn, which is viewed as an

etale algebra over k xk. In this case, we let To be the exchange involution of A0 defined

by to(M, N) (N, M). Let : E0 -> A0 be defined as to(xi,... ,xn,y\,..., yn)
(diag(xi,..., xn), diag(yi,..., yn)), where diag(xi,..., xn) Stands for the diagonal
matrix with the (7, i)-th entry xx. Clearly it is a k x /:-homomorphism and the image
of to is invariant under r0. Let öo be the exchange involution on E0 induced by to. Let
T0 U(E0, cto) and Go U(A0, ro) and /o: T0 -> Go be the embedding induced

by £Q. Let *L0 be the root datum associated to T0 defined as

vLo(C) O(G0,/o(T0))(C) o/0

for any /:-algebra C.

We let ij0 : Gm^ -> T0 (resp. io0 : Gm,K Go) denote the embedding defined

by the k x /:-structure morphism of E0 (resp. A0), and let iT: -> T

(resp. is: R]pfk(Gm,K) G) denote the embedding defined by the ^-structure
morphism of E (resp. A).

An isomorphism between (E0, öo, k x k) and (E, er, K) is a /:-isomorphism be-

tween E0 and E commuting with the involutions, and sends k x k to K. Let X
Isom((E0 ,Go,k xk),(E,a, K)) be the isomorphism funetor between (E0 ,c>o,kxk)
and (E, er, K). Note that 3£(s) is not empty for each geometric point s of Spec(£),
if and only if rank^E*7 rank^E. Throughout this article, we assume that X is

non-empty. Then X is a right Aut(E0, er0,x k)-torsor.

Notation for the case where the involution x is of the first kind. For r an involution

of the first kind, we let A0 MWj£, and E0 —kn. Let • E0 -> A0 be defined
as t{xi,... ,xn) diag(xi,.. .,xn).

If r is an orthogonal involution and n is odd, we let n 2m + 1 and B

(Pij)o<i,j<2m> where

f 1 if i =;=0,
bhJ < 1 if i 7 =b m, with i, j > 1,

[0 otherwise.

For ran orthogonal involution and «even, we let n 2m and B {bhj)\<i,j<2m,
where

Ii if i / =b m, with i, j > 1,
bt j <

0 otherwise.
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For r a symplectic involution, we let n 2m and B (bhj)i<ij<2m, where

Kj
1 if j i + m,
—1 if j i — m,
0 otherwise.

Let ro be the involution on A0 defined by ro(M) BM'B-1, and let op be the
involution on E0 induced by xq. Let T0 U(E0,cro)0 and Go U(A0, to)°. Let
fo: T0 —^ Go be the embedding induced by lq.

Let be the root datum associated to T0 defined as

^o(C) 0(Go,/o(T0))(C)o/o

for any /:-algebra C. For r of the first kind, let X Isom((E0, o*o), (E, er)).
Note that X(s) is non-empty for each geometric point s of Spec(Ä:) if and only if

rank^E*7 |"^rank^E]. Throughout this article, we assume that X is non-empty.

The deflnition of the twisted root datum

Definition 2.8. 1. Suppose that r is of the first kind. A k-embedding i: (E, er)

(A, r) is an injective /:-homomorphism commuting with the involutions.
2. A k-embedding t: (E, er) —(A, r) is an injective /:-homomorphism commuting

with the involutions and sending K to K.
3. Let l be a /:-embedding from (E,cr) to (A, r). Define the isomorphisms

between (E0,A0,^o) and (E,A,^) to be pairs (a,ß)9 where a is an isomorphism
between (E0, a0) and (E, a), ß is an isomorphism between (A0, r0) and (A, r), and

of, ß satisfy Loa ß o l0. Let Isom((E0, A0, i0), (E, A, i)) be the isomorphism
funetor between (E0, A0, to) and (E, A, i).

4. A morphism / : T —G is called an embedding if it is a closed immersion and

a group homomorphism. Let / : T —G be an embedding. Define the isomorphisms
between (G0, T0, /0) and (G, T, /) to be pairs (h, g), where h is an isomorphism
from T0 to T and g is an isomorphism from Go to G, and h, g satisfy / ° h g ° fo.
Let Isom((Go, T0, fo), (G, T, /)) be the isomorphism funetor between (Go, T0, fo)
and (G,T,/).

Remark 2.9. Suppose that r is of the second kind, and i is an embedding from
(E, er) to (A, r). For a k-algebra C and (a, ß) e Isom((E0, A0, to), (E, A, l))(C),
a will automatically be in Isom((E0, (Jo,k xfc), (E, er, K))(C), because ß sends the

center of A0 to the center of A and i o a ß o l0.

Remark 2.10. Let / be a ä:-point of ©(G, VP). Since / induces an isomorphism
between and 0(G,/(T)), / induces an isomorphism between rad(^) and
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rad(<J>(G, /(T))). As kCim.,K)) (resp. ic,^)k(Gm.K))) is the torus associ-

atedtorad(l') (resp. rad(d>(G, /(T)))), / maps z'tCR^V^.-O) tozG(R^(Gm

The following lemma enables us to attach a twisted root datum to the torus T.

Lemma 2.11. Let S Spec(k). Then we have the following:
(1) The canonical homomorphism from Aut(Ep, Ap, ip) to Auts gr(Gp, /p(Tp)) is

an isomorphism exceptfor Gp oftype D4 or A ofdegree 2 with r orthogonal.

(2) If the Involution Tp is ofthefirst kind, then there is a canonical monomorphism

Je0 from Aut(Ep, ap) to Aut(4>p). In particular, if 4>p is not oftype D4, then
the homomorphism yEo is an isomorphism.

(3) If the involution Tp is of the second kind, then there is a canonical isomorphism
from Aut(E0, ap, x k) to Aut(4>).

Proof. To verify that the canonical homomorphism j'a0 from AutfEp, Ap, to) to

Auts_gr(Gp, /p(T0)) is an isomorphism, it suffices to verify that the natural mor-
phism from Aut(A0, r0) to Auts_gr(G0) is an isomorphism, since the automorphism
preserves ^p(Ep) if and only if it preserves /p(T0). To see that the natural morphism
from Aut(A0, tp) to Auts_gr(Gp) is an isomorphism, we check it case by case. For
Gp of type An, let a be the automorphism of (A0, tp) which maps (M, N) e A0 to
(N*, M*), whereN* denotes the transpose of N. Then Aut (A0, r0) isPGLw+i xiZ/2Z,
where Z/2Z is generated by a. Note that a induces the outer automorphism of
G0 GL„+i, and we have Auts_gr(G0) Auts_gr(GL„+i) PGLw+i x Z/2Z.
For G0 of type Bn, we have

Aut(A0, r0) PGO(A0, r0) ^ Gp

(cf. [KMRT98], Thm. 12.15 and Prop. 12.4). Since Gp is adjoint of type Bn in this

case, we have Gp Auts_gr(Gp) and hence

Aut(A0, r0) ^ G0 Auts_gr(G0).

Similar calculation can be done for Gp of type Cn or Gp of type Dn with n >2 and

n 7^ 4, and we refer to [KMRT98], Theorem 26.14 and Theorem 26.15.
To prove (2), we first note that there is a natural isomorphism yEo from Aut (E0, a0)

to Auts_gr(T0). To see that the image of y*E0 is contained in Aut(4>), we verify it case

by case. For example, for ap orthogonal and E of degree 2m, the automorphism group
Aut(E0, a0) is isomorphic to the constant group scheme ((Z/2Z)m x Sm)s. We can
check that the corresponding action of ((Z/2Z)m x Sm)s on T0 actually preserves
the root datum 4>0. Moreover, by [Bou], Plan. IV, we know that ((Z/2Z)m x Sm)s is

exactly the automorphism group of 4>p for m 7^ 4 and is a subgroup of Aut(4>0) for
m 4. From this, we conclude that yEo maps Aut(E0,a0) isomorphically to Aut(4>)
for 4>0 not of type D4. One can check the other cases in the same way, which allows
us to conclude the Statement (2). One can prove (3) in the same way.
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Since T0 is a maximal torus of G0, we have the following exact sequence:

0 -» ad(T0) Auts_gr(G0, /0(T0)) Aut(^0) 0

by Proposition 1.3 and [SGA3], Exp. XXIV, Proposition 2.6. Therefore, we can
summarize the above lemma as the following diagram:

0 >- ad(T0) >- Aut(A0,E0, t0) >- Aut(E0, er) >- 0

a ß

0 >- ad(T0) >- Auts_gr(G0, /o(T0)) ^ Aut(*P0) ^ 0

where a, ß are isomorphisms if To is of the first kind and Go is not of type D4. For

ro of the second kind, we just replace Aut(E0, er) by Aut(E0, a,k x k) and a, ß are

isomorphisms. Now if the involution r0 is of the first kind, we define the twisted root
datum vp related to T as

Aut(E0,cro)
^ :=X A V0.

If the involution r0 is of the second kind, we define the twisted root datum Vf related
to T as

Aut(Eo,oo,/:x/0
^ :=X A V0.

Remark 2.12. If we regard ^0 as a set of combinatorial data satisfying the axioms
of root data, the canonical morphism ß between Aut(E0, cr0) and Aut(^0) is defined

over any arbitrary base. However, for the involution r0 of the first kind, the group Go
is not reduetive over arbitrary base. Hence, we ask 2 to be invertible over the base so

that ^0 can be regarded as a root datum of G0.

Remark 2.13. We have a canonical morphism from X to Isom(*Fo, VP) which is an

isomorphism except if ^0 is of type D4 by Lemma 2.11. The natural morphism from
Isom((A0, ro), (A, r)) to IsomfGp, G) over k is a canonical monomorphism which
is an isomorphism except if G is of type D4, since Aut(A0, ro) Aut(Gp) except
for G0 of type Z)4 ([KMRT98], Chap. IV, §23 and §26).

Remark 2.14. For A of degree 2 with r orthogonal, the corresponding split group G0
is actually the one dimensional split torus. Therefore Go acts trivially on itselfbut non-
trivially on A0. However, the conjugation by p) induces a nontrivial isomorphism
of Go. Hence the natural morphism from Aut(A0, E0, £0) to Auts gr(Gp, /o(T0)) is

surjective but not injective. However, in this case, we have

Aut(E0, cr0) ~ (Z/2Z)K ~ AutQFo),

so the natural map from Ispm(E0, E) to Isomf^p, ^) is still an isomorphism.
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2.3.2. Embedding functors and embedding problems for algebras with involu-
tion

Theorem 2.15. Keep the notation defined above. Then:

(1) The set ofk-embeddingsfrom (E, er) into (A, r) is in one-to-one correspondence
with the set ofk-points o/©(G, *P), exceptfor G of type D4 or A of degree 2

with x orthogonal.

(2) Ifr is ofthe second kind, then the set ofK-algebra embeddings from (E, er) into
(A, r) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set ofk-points f o/©(G, *P)

which satisfy f o iT iG.

Proof The crucial ingredient of the proof is Lemma 2.11. We prove (1) first. Let t be

a£-embedding from (E, er) to(A, r). Clearly, unduces an embedding / : T -> G. To

see that / is a A:-point of ©(G, VP), we need to verify that / induces an isomorphism
between vp and <P(G, /(T)).

Let Isom((E0, A0, to), (E, A, t)). By Lemma 2.11, we have

$ ~ Isom((G0, /o(T0)), (G, /(T))).
Aut(Eo,Ao,to)

This allows us to dehne an isomorphism from A (G0,/o(T0))to(G,/(T)),
Aut(Eo,Ao,to)

which induces an isomorphism from A 0(Go,/o(T0)) toO(G,/(T)).
Given a /:-algebra C and (a,ß) G ^)(C), we have a natural map from to

X which maps (a,ß) to a. By the dehnition of *Po, fo induces an isomorphism
between <P(Go, /o(T0)) and *Po- Therefore we have the following natural map

Aut(G0,/o(T0)) _Aut(G0,/o(T0)) _ Aut(^ö)
A O(G0, /o(T0)) — A * A *•

Aut(G0,/0(T0))
Since A O(G0, /o(T0)) is isomorphic to <P(G, /(T)), we conclude that

/ induces a natural map from <P(G, /(T)) to *P. Since this natural map becomes an

isomorphism ateachgeometric über, itis an isomorphism andhence / e ©(G, VP)(A;),

and we denote it as Ia(0-
Given / e ©(G, *P)(£),nowwewantto dehne a£-embedding £ associated to /.

Note that / induces an isomorphism from 0(G, /(T)) to *P by dehnition.
Let 3 Isom((Gn, T0, fo), (G, T, /)). Note that for a k-algebra C and (h, g) G

3(C), g induces an isomorphism between O(G0, /o(T0)) and <P(G, /(T)). Hence
h is an dement of Ispm(*P0, ^)(C) and we have a natural morphism from 3 to
Isomf^o, *P).

By Lemma 2.11, there is a canonical isomorphism from Isom((E0, cr0), (E, er))

(resp. Isom((E0,^0, k x k), (E, er, K)), if r is of the second kind) to Isom(*P0, *P),

so we have a canonical morphism from 3 to Isom((E0, cr0), (E,cr)), and hence a

canonical map from 3 A (E0, cro) to (E, er). Similarly, by Remark 2.13, we have a
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canonical map from 3 to Isom((A0, r0), (A, r)), and hence a canonical map from
3 A (A0, To) to (A, r). Therefore, we get a k-ombedding i: (E, er) -> (A, r) from
the map 3 A (E0,0*0) to 3 A (Ao, to) induced by and we denote 1 as JG(/).

Clearly, IaJg(/) — / since we construct t from 3 and 3 A(Go> T0, /o) is canon-

ically isomorphic to (G, T, /). On the other hand, we have

Jg 0 IA(0 1

because of the canonical isomorphism from

Isom((E0, A0, Lo), (E, A, 1))

to

Isom((G0,T0,/o),(G,T,/)),

where / is induced by l Hence, the first assertion follows.
We now prove (2). Clearly, if 1: (E,cr) -> (A, r) is a /sf-embedding, then

the corresponding k-ombedding / will be a ä:-point of ©(G, VP) and / satisfies

f °it Ig-
Now suppose that / e ©(G, VP)(A;) and / o iT iG. Then we need to verify

that the map Jg(/) from 3 A (E0,a0) to 3 A (A0,to) is a ^-morphism. From
the construction of Jg(/) it is clear that it suffices to prove that the two maps

fromIsom((Gn, T0, /0), (G, T, /))(R) to Isorn(Gm ^ *-))(R), whichmap
(h, g) to irf1 oho i0 T and iGl ° g ° fi),G respectively, coincide. However, it is a direct

consequence from the fact that / o iT /G, since

ij *
o h o ^ Iq

*
0 f 0 h o Iq j

/G1 0 g o fo o io,T

iö1 °goio,G-

Therefore, Jg(/) is a ^-algebra morphism.

Remark 2.16. Let r be of the second kind. Suppose that ©(G, VP)(A;) is nonempty
and fix / e ©(G, VP)(A;). If / o iT ^ /G, then / o er will satisfy (/ o er) o /x iG

since er acts on as -1. Therefore, the existence of a /:-embedding will
imply the existence of a ÄT-embedding. Moreover, we will see that the condition

f °it ig gives a particular orientation u e Isomextf^, G)(£).

Now we want to consider the case where Go is of type D4. Note that since there is a

natural monomorphism from Aut(A0, E0, io) to Aut^ gr(Gp, /o(T0)), we can still get
a k-point of the embedding funetor © (G, from a£-embedding (E,cr) -> (A, r).
The problem is that given a k-point / of the embedding funetor ©(G, ^), we can not
get a k-ombedding from / as we have done in the proof of Theorem 2.15, because the
canonical map from Aut(A0, E0, £0) to Aut^_gr(Go, /o(T0)) is not an isomorphism.
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To fix the problem, we first observe that ad(G0) (resp. W(4>0)) is in the image of
the canonical morphism from Aut(A0, To) (resp. Aut(E0, öo)) to Aut/f gr(Gn) (resp.
Aut(4>0)). So instead of associating a split form (A0,to) to (A, r), we consider
all quasi-split forms of (A, r). Note that Aut(A0, r0)/ad(G0) is the constant group
scheme (Z/2Z)& and we can find a section from (Z/2Z)& to Aut(A0,E0, to)- For
example we can send 1 in Z/2Z to the matrix

/0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0\
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

\0 000000 1/

Let us fix the section from (Z/2Z)^ to Aut(A0, E0, io) as above. Let

IsomextfAp, r0; A, r) := Isom(A0, To; A, r)/ad(Go).

Then for each (A, r) we can associate a quasi-split form

(Z/2Z)*
(Aq, tq) IsomextfAp, r0; A, r) A (A0, r0).

Moreover, since the section has image in Aut(A0,E0, q>)> we get an etale algebra
with involution (Eq,aq) and a embedding tq : (Eq,aq) -> {Aq, xq) from the datum
(A0, E0, lq). Let Gq U(A^, tq)° and Tq U(E^, oq) and fq: Tq Gq be the

morphism induced by tq.
From our construction, the group G in an inner form of Gq, so we can always fix

an orientation v in IsomextfG^, G)(k). Then we have the following result:

Proposition 2.17. Let u be a k-point of Isomext(4>, G). Then each k-point of the

oriented embeddingfunctor ©(G, u) corresponds to a k-embedding ifrom (E, er)

to (A, r).

Proof The way to prove it is exactly the same as in Theorem 2.15. The only
different thing is that we stay in the inner case. First we fix an orientation v in
IsomextfGff, G)(k). Let uq be the orientation in Isomext(^, Gq)(k) which comes
from the map fq. Then thereis an orientation vf u~1oyouq in Isomext(^, *L)(k)
by Proposition 2.4.

For / e ©(G, u)(k), we consider the Normad(G^(ad( /^(T<?)))-torsor

Isomint,(Gg,/g(Tg);G;/(T)).
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Let 3' Isomintr (Gq, fq(Tq);G, /(T)). Clearly, we have a canonical morphism
from 3r to Isomintv (G^, G) which is an ad(G^)-torsor. We also have a canonical

morphism from 3' to Isomintr/(^, *P) which is a W(^)-torsor. Note that ad(G^)
(resp. W(^)) are in the image of the canonical morphism from Aut(A^, xq) (resp.

AutfE^, Gq)) to Aut^_gr(G^) (resp. Aut(^)) as they do in the split case. So we get a

woiv) ad(G^)
k-Qmbedding i: (E, er) -> (A, r) from the map 3 A (E^, aq) to 3 A (Aq, xq)

inducedby^.

3. Arithmetic properties of embedding functors

In this section, we focus on the arithmetic properties of the embedding functor. The
main arithmetic technique which we use here has been developed by Borovoi [Bo99].

In the first part, we recall the main result in [Bo99]. In the second part, we give
a criterion for an oriented embedding functor to satisfy the local-global principle.
Besides, over a local field L, we use the Tits index to give a necessary and sufficient
condition for an oriented embedding functor to have an L-point.

For a field k with characteristic different from 2, embedding an etale algebra
over k into a central simple algebra over k commuting with involutions is equiva-
lent to finding a k-point of the corresponding embedding functor. In Section 2.4,

we use the arithmetic properties of oriented embedding functors to give an alternative

proof of Theorem A, Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 7.3 in the work of Prasad and

Rapinchuk [PR10].

Throughout this section, we let k be a global field and ks be a separable closure.
Let T be the absolute Galois group of k, and be the set of all places of k.

We Start this section with some general facts of the local-global principle of ho-

mogeneous Spaces established in Borovoi's papers.

3.1. The local-global principle for homogeneous spaces. First, we let k be a

number field. For a k-linear algebraic group G, we let G° to be the connected

component containing the neutral element of G. Let Gu be the unipotent radi-
cal of G°; Gred G°/Gu; Gss be the derived group of Gred; Gtor=Gred/Gss. Let
Gssu ker[G° —» Gtor], If G/Gssu is abelian, we let Gmult G/Gssu which is a

multiplicative group.
Let X be a left homogeneous space under a connected linear algebraic group G

over k. Let x e X(ks) and H Stabo^s 0*0 be the stabilizer of x.
Throughout this section, we will assume that Gss is simply connected, and H/Hssu

is abelian.

Since T has a natural action on G(ks), we can define (S" to be the semidirect

product G(ks) xi T. We have a ©"-action on X(ks) defined as (g, a)x g • a(x). Let
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£> Stab(gr(x). Then we have the following exact sequence:

0) i—>- H(£s) ——>- &—r—»i,
where i(h) (h, 1), and p is the projection to T.

Since Hmult is commutative, we can dehne a T-action on Hmult by conjugation.
To be precise, for er e T, choose (g0,<J) E p~1(a). Then since g0 • a(x) x, we
have int(gcr)crHmult Hmult. Note that the above dehnition does not depend on the

lifting of er in 6 because Hmult is commutative. Hence we get a T-action on Hmult.

Since the point x is dehned over some hnite extension Löf k, Hmult is dehned over L.
Moreover, for each er e Gal(£S/L), we can choose gG 1. Hence, there is a k-fovm
Hm of Hmult dehned by this T-action (cf. [BS64], 2.12, [Se], Chap. V, §4, n°. 20,
and [FSS98], 1.15). One can verify that the isomorphism class of Hm is independent
of the choice of the geometric point x. Therefore, given G and X, the isomorphism
class of Hm_is well-dehned ([Bo99], 1.2).

Let j : H -> G^s be the natural inclusion. Then j induces a group morphism
from Hmult to Gj£f, which descends to a group morphism j : Hm —Gtor over k.

Consider the complex

0 — Hm -L Gtor —^ 0,

where Hm is in degree —1 and Gtor is in degree 0. Let H1 (k, Hm Gtor) be the hrst
Galois hypercohomology group of the above complex, and III1 (k, Hm Gtor) be the
kernel of the localization map H1 (k, Hm Gtor) Y\veQk H1 (kv, Hm Gtor).

J^or a e T, let (ga,or) e So. Let u^T gat(gaagr)-1, wa>T be the image of u^T
in Hmult(/:s), and g0 be the image of g0 in Gtor(ks). Then (ü, g) is a hypercocycle,
and we let rj(X) Cl(w, g) e Hl{k, Hm Gtor). Note that rj(X) is well dehned
(see [Bo99], 1.4).

We will make use of the following two theorems later.

Theorem 3.1. Let kv be a nonarchimedean localfield ofcharacteristic 0. Let G, X
be as above. If rj (X) 0, then X has a kv -point.

Proof. [Bo99], Thm. 2.1.

Theorem 3.2. Let k be a numberfield, and let G, X be as above. Assume that X(kv)
is nonemptyfor every place v ofk and rj(X) 0. Then X has a rational point.

Proof. [Bo99], Thm. 2.2.

Remark 3.3. Note that if X has a kv-point at all places v e £2^, then 77(X) lies in

IH^H —Gtor).
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Remark 3.4. In fact, up to a sign, rj(X) is the Brauer-Manin obstruction of X
(ref. [Bo99], Thm. 4.5).

Now, we let k be a global function field, for example, k Fq(t)9 where is

a finite field with q elements. One may ask if Theorem 3.1 holds over k. Indeed,
we have similar results when G is a connected reductive group over k and X is a

G-homogeneous space for the etale topology. Since X is a G-homogeneous space for
the etale topology, the set X(ks) is nonempty. Let x e X(ks) and H Stabo^s 0*0 •

Suppose that H is connected reductive. Then we can define an k-torus Hm, which is

an k-form of Hmult as above. Let £> and rj(X) be defined as above. Then we have the

following:

Proposition 3.5. Let k be a global function field. Let G be a connected reductive

group over k andXbea G-homogeneous spacefor the etale topology. Let x £ X(£s).
Define H as above. Suppose that Gss is simply connected and H is a torus. Ifrj (X) 0,

then X has a k-point. The same result also holds over kv for v £

Proof. The key point of the proof is that H1 (k, Gss) 0, for Gss semisimple simply
connected ([H75], Satz A and [Th08], Thm. A).

For o £ T, let (ga,a) £ £>. Let uajT gat(gaagx)~l• As above, we have

rj(X)C1(m,g) e H1 X Gtor).

Since H is a torus, we have Hmult H and Hm is a k-form of H. Suppose that

rj(X) 0. Then we have a0 £ Hm(ks) and s £ G(ks) such that

(W(7,r ,§a) (-d(aa),j(aa)ds),

i.e. uajT aGX{aG(Tax)~l and gG s_1 • j{a0) • °s (mod Gss). After replacing

go by ti~1gG, we can assume uGjT 0. We also replace x by s • x, and we get

ga £ Gss(ks) and ua>T 0. Therefore, (ga) is a cocycle of T with values in Gss.

Since H1 (k, Gss) 0 when Gss is semisimple simply connected, there is t £ Gss(ks)
such that sa t~l at. Then t - x is a k-point of X.

Remark 3.6. For k with positive characteristic, we ask G to be reductive because

we want to ensure that Gred, Gss and Gtor are properly defined. Otherwise, it may
happen that the /:-unipotent radical of G is trivial but G is not reductive (see [CGP],
Example 1.1.3).

Remark 3.7. The above proposition is also true over a totally imaginary number field
k, because in this case, H1 (k, Gss) 0 by Kneser's Theorem ([K], Chap. IV, Thm. 1

and Chap. V, Thm. 1).
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3.2. Local-global principle for oriented embedding functors. Let k be a global
field. Unless otherwise specified, G is a reductive k-group, is a twisted root datum,
and T is the k-torus determined by In the following, we always assume that G
and have the same type.

Let sc(T) be the torus determined by the simply connected root datum sc(*P).
We will show that the only obstruction to the local-global principal for the oriented
functor ©(G, u) lies in the Shafarevich group Ul2(k, sc(T)). Moreover, the local-
global principle holds for the oriented embedding functor ©(G, u) if Dyn(N>) is

of type C or T is anisotropic at some place v.
Note that since G is reductive, we have Gss der(G). A direct application of

Theorem 3.2 is the following:

Proposition 3.8. Let u be an orientation of with respect to G. Then the only
obstruction for ©(G,^, u) to satisfy the local-global principle lies in the group
Ul2(k, sc(T)). In particular, if G has no outer automorphisms and UI2(k, sc(T))
vanishes, then ©(G, *L) satisfies the local-global principle.

Before proving the above proposition, we prove the following lemma:

Lemma 3.9. Suppose further that G is a semisimple simply connected group over
k, and that is a twisted simply connected root datum. Let u E Isomext(*L, G)(k).
As we have shown in Theorem 2.6, the oriented embedding functor ©(G, VP, u) is a

left homogeneous space under the adjoint G-action. Then under this G-action, the

corresponding Hm (which is defined in Section 3.1) is isomorphic to T.

Proof. Given / e ©(G, VP, u)(ks), the stabilizer of /inG^sis /(T^s). Since /(T^s)
is a torus, we have /(T^s)mult /(T^s). Fora E T,a actson / as ° f crof oa_1.
Let (& G(£s) xi T, and £> Stab^/). For g e G(ks), we let int(g) denote the

conjugation action of g on G. Then for (gG,(i) £>, we have int(go-) o °f /,
which means gG • ° f(t) • g~l /(t) for all t e T(ks). Therefore, we have

gcr-o(f(t)) -g~l

which means / is a /:-isomorphism between T and /(T^s)m. Therefore, the Hm

defined in Section 2.1 is isomorphic to T.

Now, we are ready to prove Proposition 3.8.

ProofofProposition 3.8. By Corollary 2.7, it suffices to prove this proposition for
©(sc(G), sc(VP), wsc). Since ©(sc(G), sc(^), usc) is a homogeneous space under

sc(G), by Lemma 3.9 we know that the Hm corresponding to this sc(G)-action is

isomorphic to sc(T).
Since sc(G)tor is trivial, by Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.5, the only obstruction

for ©(sc(G), sc(N>), usc) to satisfy the local-global principle lies in the group
UI2(k, sc(T)). The rest of the proposition then follows.
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Let kv be a nonarchimedean local field. Then by combining previous results, we
get the following corollary:

Corollary 3.10. If the group H2(kv, sc(T)) is trivial, then the oriented embedding
functor ©(G, *P, u) has a kv-point.

Proof By Corollary 2.7, it is enough to prove that ©(sc(G), sc(*P), usc)(kv) is non-
empty. As a result of Lemma 3.9, the group Hm for the sc(G)-homogeneous space
©(sc(G), sc(*P), usc) is isomorphic to sc(T). Since sc(G)tor is trivial, we have

H1(ifc„,Hm -> sc(G)tor) sc(T)).

By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.5, the set ©(sc(G), sc(*P), usc)(kv) is nonempty
if H2 (kv, sc(T)) is trivial.

For a twisted root datum vp, the Galois group T has a natural action on Vf^s.

Therefore, we have a group homomorphism from T to Aut(*P)(/:s). Recall that VP is

said to be generic if the image of T in Aut (VP) (ks) contains the Weyl group W(VP) (ks).

Theorem 3.11. Let G be a reductive group over k, VP be a twisted root datum over
k, and T be the torus determined by VP. Let u E Isomextf^P, G)(k). Suppose that *P

satisfies one of the following conditions:

(1) All connected components 6>/Dyn(*P)(/:s) are oftype C.

(2) T is anisotropic at one place v

Then the local-global principle holds for the existence of a k-point of the oriented
embedding functor ©(G, VP, u). In particular, when VP is generic, the local-global
principle holds.

Proof If VP satisfies one of the above conditions, then sc(*P) also satisfies one of
them. Therefore, we can assume that VP and G are semisimple simply connected.

By Proposition 3.8, the local-global principle holds for the existence of ä;-points
of the oriented embedding functor ©(G, VP, u) if UI2(k, T) vanishes. Therefore, it is

enough to prove UI2(k, T) 0 for vp satisfying either condition.
Suppose that satisfies condition (1). Let *Po be the split simple, simply

connected root datum of type Cn (ref. [Bou], Plan. III). Let E0 be the etale algebra kn x kn
and öo be the involution which exchanges the two copies of kn. When VP is simple
simply connected of type Cn, VP corresponds to some twisted form (E, er) of (E0, cro)

by Lemma 2.11, and the torus T determined by VP is U(E, a) RE^/^ (RE/Ea (Gm)).
Consider the exact sequence:

1 ^ re/e°" ^ re/e- (Gm) > Gm > 1.
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By Hilbert Theorem 90, we have

0 H2 (ECT, RgL (Gm)) H2 (Eff, RE/Ea (Gm)).

By Shapiro's Lemma, UI2(Ecr,RE/Ea(Gm)) UI2(E, Gm). By the Brauer-Hasse-
Noether Theorem, UI2(E, Gm) 0. Therefore, we have

IH2(Ä;,T) ni2(E<7,R^1/)E(T(Gm)) 0.

For not simple, since we can decompose into a product of isotypic root
data ([SGA3], Exp. XXI, 6.4.1 and 7.1.6), we can also decompose into a product
of isotypic twisted root data by descent. By the same reasoning as in [SGA3],
Exp. XXIV, 5.8, or in [CGP], Theorem A.5.14, we know that there exists some
etale algebra F; over k such that 4>;jE/. is a product of copies of the twisted simple
root datum 4>;5o over F;, and the automorphism group Aut(Fi/k) acts on 4>;jE/. by
permuting 0's. So we have VP/ R¥j/k(^i,o) and the torus T will take the
form Y\i Rf7/ä;(T;,o), where T/?0 is the torus determined by the twisted root datum
4>;5o- Then we know that 4>;5o is a twisted root datum defined by an etale algebra
with involution over Ff (Section 2.3.1). As in the above discussion, we will have

T/,o U(E;, er/) where E; is an etale algebra over F;. By Shapiro's Lemma,

in2(^,RF;/fc(T,-o)) III2(F,, T,;0) III2(E"', r'1' /7j (Gm)) 0.
F/ /F?-

By Proposition 3.8, the theorem holds when satisfies the first condition.
Now, suppose that T is anisotropic at some place v e Then by Kneser's

Theorem (ref. [San81], Lemma 1.9), we have Ul2(k, T) 0.

To complete the proof, we will show that if is generic, then T is anisotropic
at some place v. Suppose that is generic. Let Lbea finite Galois extension of k
which splits T. Then there exists an element er e Gal(L/k) such that er acts on
as the Coxeter element co e W(4>) (L). Let M be the character group of TE. Then the
set 0 by Theorem 1 in [Bou], Chap. V, §6, and hence Ma 0. By Cebotarev

Density Theorem, there exists a place v such that er generates the Frobenius map at

v, so T is anisotropic at v.

3.3. Oriented embedding funetors over local fields. Let G be a reduetive group
over a local field L, and be a twisted root datum over L. Suppose that G and

have the same type and Isomext(*P, G)(L) is not empty. Let u e Isomext(*P, G)(L).
In the following, we are going to show that the existence of an L-point of the oriented

embedding funetor is actually determined by the Tits indices of and G. Note that
the existence of an orientation u is important here, because it gives a map between the

Dynkin schemes Dyn(G) and Dyn(4>), which allows us to compare the Tits indices of
G and 4>. An orientation also allows us to replace the reduetive group G by the adjoint
group ad(G) or simply connected group sc(G) as we have shown in Corollary 2.7.
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3.3.1. Tits indices. We recall briefly the definition of the Tits index. For a detailed
introduction on Tits indices, we refer to Tits's paper [T66]. For the Tits indices of
reductive groups over connected semilocal rings, onecan refer to [SGA3], Exp. XXVI,
§5, §6, and §7. One can also look at Petrov and Stavrova's paper [PS], §5. For the
Tits indices of a twisted root datum, we refer to Gille's paper [Gi], §7.

Let S be the spectrum of a semilocal ring. Let G be an S-reductive group. For
each G, there exists a minimal parabolic subgroup Pmin of G. Let tmin be the type of
Pmin- Note that given G, the type tmin is well defined (ref. [SGA3], Exp. XXVI, 5.7).
Moreover, if S is connected, then we call the type tmin the Tits index of G, and denote

it by A°(G).
For a reduced root datum f (M, Mv, R, Rv), a parabolic subset P is a closed

subset of R which contains a System of simple roots. For a reduced twisted root
datum (M, Mv, 31, 3lv) over S, a parabolic subsheaf (fpqc) P is a subsheaf of
R which is locally isomorphic to a parabolic subset. Let Par (4>) be the functor such

that for each S-scheme S', Par(^)(S/) is the set of all the parabolic subsheaves (fpqc)
of over S'. Similarly, we can dehne a type map ty from Par(^) to Dyn(^).

Let tmin be the type of a minimal parabolic subsheaf of ([Gi], Prop. 7.1). If S is

connected, then we call tmin the Tits index of and denote it by A°(^). Note that
A° (G) and A° (^) only depend on the roots, so they are invariant under the Operations

sc, ad,....

3.3.2. A criterion for the existence of points of the oriented embedding functor
over a local fleld L. Let L be a local held of arbitrary characteristic. We have the

following criterion for the existence of an L-point of the oriented embedding functor:

Theorem 3.12. Let G be a reductive group over a local field L, and ^ be a twisted
root datum over L. Suppose that G and have the same type and Isomext (^, G) (L)
is not empty. Let u e Isomextf^P, G)(L). Then ©(G, u)(L) 0 if and only if
m(A°(®)) ^ A°(G).

Proof First, we suppose that ©(G, u)(L) ^ 0 and let / e ©(G, u)(L). Since

^ ~ <F(G, /(T)), from Prop. 7.3.2 in [Gi], u(A°(®)) d A°(G).
Now, suppose u(A°(^)) d A°(G), and we want to show that ©(G, u)(L) is

nonempty. Again, by Corollary 2.7, we only need to consider the problem for sc(G)
and sc(*P). Therefore, we can assume G is simply connected, and is reduced simply
connected.

Let T be the torus determined by and I A° (^). We Start with the case where
T is anisotropic, i.e. I Dyn(*P)(L).

Case 1. L is non-archimedean. Since T is anisotropic, by Tate-Nakayama Theorem,
we have H2(L, T) 0 (cf. [K], 3.2, Thm. 5). Since G and are simply connected,

by Corollary 3.10, the oriented embedding functor ©(G, u) has an L-point.
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Case 2. L R. In this case, we consider the oriented embedding functor
©(ad(G), ad(*P), wad)- Let er be the nontrivial element of Gal(C/R). Let ad(T)
be the torus associated to the root datum ad(VP). Since T is anisotropic, the torus

ad(T) is also anisotropic and ad(T) ~ (R^c(Gm))r.
Suppose that ad(G) is anisotropic and pick a maximal torus S of ad(G). Since

ad(*P) and ad(G) have the same type, there is a C-point / of ©(ad(G), ad(*P), uad)

which maps ad(T) to S. Since er acts on the character group of the anisotropic torus

by — 1, g commutes with /. Therefore, / is an R-point of the oriented embedding
functor ©(ad(G), ad(VP), wad)-

Suppose that ad(G) is not anisotropic. Then we can find an anisotropic form G

of ad(G) by [Ge91], Corollary 7. Since G has the same type with ad(VP), by the
above argument, we have an R-point / of ©(G, ad(*P)). Then / defines an R-point
ü of Isomext(ad(^), G). The orientation u,ad together with ü gives an orientation

^ad °ü~1 e IsomextfG, ad(G)) (R). Hence ad(G) is an inner form of G. However, the

natural inclusion from H1 (R, /(ad(T))) to H1 (R, G) is surjective ([Ge91], Thm. 3),
so ad(G) has an anisotropic torus S. Let h belong to ©(ad(G), ad(*P), wad)(C) and

suppose that h maps ad(T) to S. Again, since g acts on the character group of
the anisotropic torus by -1, g commutes with h and h is an R-point of the oriented
embedding functor ©(ad(G), ad(*P), wad)- By Corollary 2.7, the oriented embedding
functor ©(G, VP, u) has an R-point.

Therefore, the proposition is true when T is anisotropic.
Now, suppose that T is arbitrary. Since w(I) 3 A°(G), we can find a parabolic

subgroup Pj of G such that the type of P is w(I) by Proposition 1.7. Let Li be a

Levi subgroup of Pj and Tf be a maximal torus of Li. Let VP' — 0(G,Tr), and

0(Li, Tr). Let be the subsheaf of roots of VP' which is determined by Pi.
Note that u corresponds to an element in Isomext(*P, which we still denote

as u.
Let *P (M, Mv, 31, 3ly). Let P be a minimal parabolic subsheaf of 31. Then

by definition, type 3> I. Let 31 \ be the subsheaf of 3> defined by the property: for
any L-scheme X,

x e ^i(X), if and only if both x and —x are in <Pi(X).

Let ^i be the root System given by (M, Mv, 311, «^iV). Define

Q IsomintT,(*P, 3; ^', 3\) Isom(^, 3; ^', 3\) IsomintM(*P, ^)-

Note that Q is a right W(*Pi)-torsor over Spec(L) (for the etale topology), so Q is

representable. By the definition of Q, each h e Q(X) will send the sheaf 3\ to the
sheaf of roots of Li, because Li is the unique Levi subgroup of Pi which contains V.
Therefore, we have a natural map

i\: Q —Isom(*PT, ^{).
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Let Ls be a separable closure of L. Let x e Q(Ls). By the definition of Q, the image
of x in Isomextf^, ^r)(Ls) is u. Moreover, since Q is a right W(^i)-torsor and

W(^i) acts trivially on Isomext(*Ei, VP{), fi(x) defines an L-point of Isomext(^i,
and hence an L-point of Isomext(^i, Li). We denote it by u\. Note that the definition
of u\ is independent of the choice of T'.

Now we consider the functor ©(Li, vpj, u\). We claim that if ©(Li, u\) has an

L-point, then ©(G, u) has an L-point.
Suppose that ©(Li, vpj, m) has an L-point. Let / e ©(Li, vpj, rq)(L). Then we

replace the torus V above by /(T). By the definition of Q and u\, we have a natural

morphism

j : Q -> Isomint^QPi, ^).
Since both of them are W(%)-torsors, j is an isomorphism. As ©(Li, vpj, u\) has

an L-point, IsomintIf (Vlfi, ^)(L) is not empty, so Q has an L-point as well, which
means Isomint2/QE, VP')(L) 0. Hence, ©(G, u) has an L-point.

Now, by Corollary 2.7 it is enough to prove that ©(der(Li), der(^i), r+der) has

an L-point. Note that der(^) is reduced simply connected as is (ref. [SGA3],
Exp. XXI, 6.5.11). Since the torus der(T) determined by der(^) is anisotropic, it
follows that ©(der(Li), der(%), ui^er) has an L-point as we have seen above. This
finishes the proof.

Example 3.13. The above theorem does not hold over arbitrary fields. Here is an

example. Let K Q(V—1) and er be the conjugation on K, and k Q. Let T be

the torus T R^^(Gm). Since T is of dimension 1, there is only one semisimple
simply connected root datum with respect to T. Let ^ be this root datum. Let i>i,
V2 be two places of Q of the form 4/7 + 1. Then splits at vi and 7/2. Let D be a

quaternion algebra over Q corresponding to 1/2 in Q/Z ~ H2(QV/., Gm) for i 1,

2, and corresponding to 0 in the other places. Note that such a quaternion exists by
the Brauer-Hasse-Noether's Theorem. Let G be SLi (D). Since G has no outer form,
there is an orientation u between and G. Since both and G are anisotropic over
Q, we have u(A°(^)) d A°(G). However, at place v\ and 7/2, the root datum

splits but G is anisotropic, so ©(G, u)(QVl) 0. Therefore, ©(G, w)(Q) 0

and Theorem 3.12 does not hold over Q.

3.4. Applications-the problem of embedding an etale algebra in a central simple
algebra with respect to involutions. Let K be a field, (E, er) be an etale X-algebra
with involution er, and (A, r) be a central simple algebra over K with involution r.
Assume er \K= r \K. Let k K°. From now on, we assume that k is a global
field of characteristic different from 2. Let be the set of all places of k. Fix a

separable closure ks of k. Let i/ Gal(ks/k) and — Gal(ksv/kv) for v e
Let T U(E, cr)°, and G U(A, r)°. Note that by the definition of U(E, cr)°,

T REo-/fc(RgyE<T (Gm)). We keep the notation defined in Section 1.3.
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In the paper [PR10], Prasad and Rapinchuk consider the local-global principle for
the ^-embedding from (E, er) into (A, r). As we have mentioned in Theorem 2.15,
the local-global principle for the existence of /:-embeddings from (E, er) into (A, r)
is equivalent to the local-global principle for the existence of £-points of ©(G, 4>).

Here, we will reduce the original problem to the existence of /:-points of oriented
embedding funetors, and prove that the local-global principle holds in certain cases

by Computing the Shafarevich group Ul(k, sc(T)). In the special case where G is an

orthogonal group, Bayer-Fluckiger gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the

local-global principle to hold ([B]).

3.4.1. Symplectic involutions. For r symplectic, and G are semisimple simply
connected of type Cn, which is the first case in Theorem 3.11, so we just restate the
result as the following:

Proposition 3.14. If x is symplectic, then the local-global principle holds for the

existence of K-embeddings of{E, er) into (A, r).

3.4.2. Orthogonal involutions. Throughout this subsection, for an etale algebra F

over K, we let MF be the character group of the torus RF/^(Gm) and let JF be the

character group of the torus Rp^(Gm). Note that K — k when r is an orthogonal
involution.

The case where the degree ofA is odd. Let us consider the case where r is orthogonal,

and A M2w+i (K). In this case, the corresponding group G is adjoint of type
Bn, so there is no outer automorphisms. By Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 3.8, to

prove the local-global principle for the ^-embeddings here, it suffices to prove that
U12(K, sc(T)) vanishes. Note that in this case, E K x E' and er acts trivially on

the component K, so T RF/a/^(RE^E/a(Gm)).

Let E/cr YYi i where F; is a field over K for all i. Let d (d\,..., dr)
be an dement in E/cr such that E' EfG[x\/(x2 — d) H/ i F; [x]/(x2 — di). Let
Ei Fj [x\/(x2 - di) for all i and E^ (resp. F^) be E; <g>K Kv (resp. F; <g>K Kv)
for all v e Qk-

Theorem 3.15. Suppose x is orthogonal, and A M2W+i(^). If there is a place
v G Qk such that the following condition holds:

2 2

for all i, di G F^ ifand only ifdi G (F/?i;)x

then the local-global principle for the existence of K-embeddings from (E,cr) into
(A, r) holds.

We Start with some calculations:
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Lemma 3.16. sc(T) R^A.(Gm)/R^/A;(Gm).

Proof Consider the exact sequence over E/cr:

1 ^ Gm ^ RE'/E'0" (Gm) ^ RßVE^ ^ 1
>

where the map from RE//E/a(Gm) to R^£/a(Gm) sends x in RE//E/a(Gm)(R) to
x/cr(x), for any ^-algebra R. Let us take the Weil restriction of the above sequence
over K. Then we get the exact sequence:

(1) 1 ^ RE/a/K(Gm) ^ Rev/K^w) ^ T >• 1

Let M (resp. P) be the character group of T (resp. sc(T)).
First, suppose that (E/,a) is split. Then Aut(E', er) (Z/2Z)n xi Sn and there

is a basis {e/}/ of M such that the S„-part of Aut(E', er) acts on {e;}; by permuting
the indices and {Z/2Z)n acts on {e;}; by change the sign of e;. In this case, P

M + \{e\ + • • • + en). We choose a basis {st, £/}f=1 (resp. {A/}f=1) of ME/ (resp.
ME/a) on which Aut(Er,a) acts as the following: Sn permutes the indices i and

(Z/2Z)n exchanges et (resp. (Z/2Z)n acts trivially on hi).
The we have the following exact sequence corresponding to (1):

0 >- M —U- ME' —^ ME/a 0

where i maps ei to £; — e; and j maps £;, 6; to hi. Consider the map T from M to
JE/ induced by i. Then i(e\ + • • • + en) 2(si + • • • + sn)9 where £/ is the image
of s\ in JE/. Hence i induces a map from P to JE/ and we have the following exact

sequence:

(2) 0 >- P >- JE' ^ JE/cr ^ 0.

Since all the maps constructed are equivariant under Aut(Er, er), we conclude sc(T)

^IK(ßm)/^ilIK(Gm).

Now we use the above lemma to compute U12(K, sc(T)).

ProofofTheorem 3.15. Keep the notation of Lemma 3.16. By the Poitou-Tate
duality (ref. [NSW], Chap. VIII, Thm. 8.6.9), we have

IH2(W,sc(T)) ~ Ul\K,Py.

Hence, it is enough to show that III1 (K, P) 0.

From the exact sequence (2) in the proof of Lemma 3.16, we derive the commu-
tative exact diagram:
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0 > 0

o —>• >- M| > M|,CT

0 p* ^ j* v j|ff v Hi (X; P) H1 (Ä-, JeO • • •

Ul(K,Z) 0 H l(K,Z) 0

Again, III1 (X, JE/) III2(X, Rf^(Gm))*. By Hilbert Theorem 90, wehavethat

H2(W, R^^(Gm)) injects into H2(X, RE//^(Gm)). However, U12(K, RE//jKGm))
vanishes, so does III1 (AT, Je')- Let x G III1 (AT, P). Since III1 (A^, JE/) 0, we have

y G jfa mapped to x.
Let I {1,2,..., r}. Let Ii be the subset of I such that i G Ii if and only if

di G Ff2. Let I2 I \ Ii. Note that Mfa ®J"=1 Mf and Mf ®J"=1 Mf. For
1 G Ii, Ei ~ Ei x F;, so Mf ~ Mf ® Mf and Mf is mapped surjectively onto

Mf.
Let yi be a basis of Mf. For i G I2, we have the following Observation:

Lemma 3.17. For i G I2 and y G Mf, y is in the image of Mf if and only if the

coefficient of yt in y is even.

ProofofLemma 3.17. Since E; is a field over F; with degree 2 for i G I2, the mod-
ule Mf is of rank 1 and is generated by ^2jiSjeME. (tj + £/)• Since the element

J2j ,6j gme. (j + £j) maPPed 1° in Mf, the lemma then follows.

We return to the proof of Theorem 3.15. Since Mfa is mapped surjectively onto

jfkt Jf/o- is generated by y; 's. Let y; be the image of y; in JE/o-. Let y Y^i 1 7/ •

If for all i G I2, the a; 's have the same parity, then we can find z Y^i 1 bi Yi, which
is a lifting of y in Mfa, such that bi is even for any i G I2. Then by Lemma 3.17,

z is in the image of Mf and hence y is in the image of jf. So it is enough to prove
that for all i e I2, the ai 's have the same parity.

2 2
Now, let v be a place of K such that for all i, di G Ff if and only if di G (F/?i;)x

Since x is in III1 (AT, P), y is in the image iff For each i G I2, since di is not

a Square in F/jV, there is some hjy) G ME/. such that there exists zyp) G *§v which
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exchanges cjq) and sjq). Therefore, for all i G I2, the coefficients of hjqfs 1n

expression of y have the same parity. Since the coefficient of hjq) in y is a/, we
know that all üi 's have the same parity for i e I2. By Lemma 3.17, y is in the image
of Jjf,, which means III1 (X, P) 0.

Remark 3.18. A special case of the above theorem is when there is a place v such that

sc(T) is anisotropic over Kv. We now show that sc(T) is anisotropic over Kv implies
2

all di $ (F/jV)x To see this, we note that in our case here, sc(T) is anisotropic if
2

and only if T is anisotropic. If there is di G (F/jV)x then v/kv M77. v/kv 0
M77 /k„- Let abea nontrivial dement in M%v Then (ar, —cd G

and it is in the image of M, which means is nontrivial and contradicts to the
2

condition that T is anisotropic over Kv.Therefore, (F,-;„)x for all

The case where the degree of A is even. Throughout this paragraph, we let A be

M2n(K), or MW(D) with orthogonal involution r, where D is a quaternion division
algebra over K. In this case, the corresponding group G is semisimple of type Dn,
and Isomext (VP, G) satisfies the local-global principle.

For A satisfying one of the conditions in Theorem 3.19, we first show that

©(G, is nonempty implies that ©(G, VP, u)(Kv) is nonempty for any orien-
tation u. (See Lemma 3.20.) Then we prove that the local global principle holds for
the oriented embedding functor ©(G, VP, u). By Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.17,

we get the local-global principle for the existence of ^-embeddings from (E, er) into

(A,r).
We first fix some notation. Let ECT YF,, where the F, 's are fields over

Let d (di,, dr) be in Ea and E ECT[x]/(x2 — ]~[[=i Fi M/~ ^/)-
Let E, F,-[x]/(x2 - di), and E,.„ (resp. F,>) be E, Kv (resp. F, Kv) for
all v G £2k-

Theorem 3.19. Suppose that A is equal to one of the following:

(1) M2n{K),n> 1.

(2) M2m+i (D), where D is a quaternion division algebra over K.

(3) M2m (D), where D is a quaternion division algebra over K, and at each place
v G Qk, ifA is not split and the discriminant splits, then Ev is not split over
E£, i.e. Ev ^ E£ x E£.

2 2
If there is a place v G Qk such that for all i, di G F* ifand only if di G (F/jV)x
then the local-global principle for the K-embedding of (E, er) into (A, r) holds.

First we prove the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.20. For A satisfying one of the three conditions in Theorem 3.19, the

existence ofa Kv -point 6>/©(G, *L) implies the existence ofa Kv -point 6>/©(G, u)
for any u e Isomextffi*, G)(KV).

Proofi Suppose that there is a Kv-point / of ©(G, *I>). By Theorem 3.12, there is

an orientation u' inducedby / such that w/(A°(^i;)) d A0(G^).
According to the list of all possible Tits indices (ref. [T66]), if A satisfies (1) or (2)

in Theorem 3.19, then the Tits index of Gkv will be Symmetrie under Autext(G^).
Therefore, for any u e Isomext(*L,G)(KV), we have that u(A°(}^kv)) contains

A0(G^), and again, by Theorem 3.12, we have ©(G, u)(Kv) ^ 0.

Now assume that A satisfies (3) in Theorem 3.19. If over Kv, A is not split and

the discriminant splits, then G is a non-split inner form over Kv. In this case, the

possible Tits indices of G are Symmetrie except the following case:

Suppose that A°(Gj^i;) takes the above nonsymmetric form. We will show that
condition (3) in Theorem 3.19 forces A°(^i;) to be Symmetrie under Autext
in this case.

Consider the Dynkin diagram of

Suppose that I A°(^kv) is not Symmetrie under AutextOL). Without loss of
generality, we suppose that the Vertex 2m is not in I. Let V be the Dynkin subdiagram
with vertices 1,..., 2m — 1 which is of type A2m-1 • So I c T.

Since there is / e ©(G, *L)(^), Gkv has a parabolic subgroup Pi with the type
I and Pi contains /(T^) by Proposition 1.7. Let G0, be the split form of G and

respectively (Section. 2.3.1), and let T0 be the split torus determined by *L0- Let
P0,i be a parabolic subgroup of Go,kv with type I and contains T0,kv •

Let P\ (resp. «^0,1) be the subsheaf of the sheaf of roots of *L (resp. *Lo) determined

by Pi (resp. Po,i). Define Wo,i W(Vfo,i) and Wi W(Vfi) as we have done in the

proof of Theorem 3.12. Define Wo,f W(VLo,i') in the same way.
Let ^0 be (M0, Mq Ro, Rq), and be abasis of M0 such that Ro is the set

{=bei =b ej}icj, where the Vertex i corresponds to ei — ei + \ for i 1,..., 2m — 1,

and the Vertex 2m corresponds to e2m-\ + £2m- Let Sn be the permutation group of
n elements. Then we have

AutOPo,*„)(*„) (Z/2Z)2m x S2m,

where S2m acts on R0 by permuting the indices of {ei}jl9 and (Z/2Z)2m acts

on R0 by exchanging the sign of e/'s [Bou], Plan. IV). Under this basis, Wo,r

2m — 1
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is just the permutation group of the set {ei}f1. Therefore, the natural inclusion

Wo,r Autf^o kv) sends w e Wo,r — S2m to (1, w) e (Z/2Z)2m xi S2m-

Since Gkv is an inner form of Go,^, there is an orientation

/x E Isomext^Ep kv f(TKv)))(Kv).

The orientation /x together with u'~x gives an orientation

v e Isomext(^0,^,^)(^).

We then dehne

Q Isomint/^n kv Pof ^Kv,

as we have done in the proof of Proposition 3.12. Since Wo,i c Wo,p, we can regard
w0,i

Wo,i as a subgroup of{1}x S2m Aut(^n) through zw. Since ^kv Q a ^0,^,
Wo,I

by Remark 2.13, (Ev,cj) ~ Q A (E0,t;, 0*0). Therefore, Ev ~ Ev x Ev with er acts

on Ev as the exchange of the two copies of E'v, which contradicts to the assumption
(3) in Theorem 3.19! Therefore, I is Symmetrie under Autextand we conclude
that w(A°(^i;)) ^ A°(G^) for any orientation u. Again, by Theorem 3.12, we
have ©(G, u){Kv) ^ 0, for any u e Isomextf^, G)(KV).

Next, we prove that the Autext(G)-torsor Isomext(*E, G) satishes the local-global
principle. Namely,

Lemma 3.21. Let G (resp. ty) be the corresponding semisimple group (resp. root
datum) defined by A {resp. E). If the Autext(G)-torsor Isomext(^, G) has a Kv-
point at each place v E Qk> then Isomext(*E, G) has a K-point.

Proof. If A is not equal to M8(X) or A M4(D), then Autext(G) is (Z/2Z)^, so

the local-global principle for Isomextf^, G) holds in this case.

For G an inner form, the outer automorphism group Autext(G) is the
Symmetrie group S3. Therefore, to prove the local-global principal for the S3-torsor
Isomextf^, G), we only need to prove III1 (K, S3) 0. Consider the exact sequence:

(1) 0 -> Z/3Z -> S3 -> Z/2Z -> 0.

From the above exact sequence, we get the following exact sequence

0 -» Z/3Z -» S3 -» 1/21-*H1 (K, 1/7,1-»H1 S3) -» H1 Z/2Z).

Since the map from S3 ro Z/2Z is surjective, we have

^H1(^S3) ->H1(Ä',Z/2Z).
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However, the group III1 Z/2Z) 0, so the set III1 S3) is in the image of
Kl(K,Z/3Z).

Recall that i/ is the absolute Galois group of K. Note that H1^, Z/3Z)
Homgr(^, Z/3Z), where Homgr(^, Z/3Z) is the set of continuous homomorphisms
from H to Z/3Z. Suppose a e Homgr(X, Z/3Z) is mapped into IH1^, S3). Then
since the Symmetrie group Sn is surjective to the group Z/2Z for each place v e Qk,
we have

0^H1(^,Z/3Z) ^H1(^,Z/2Z).
Hence, the homomorphism a is in III1 (K, Z/3Z). Now we claim that III1 (K, Z/3Z)
is trivial, i.e. for each a e Homgr(X, Z/3Z), if a is in III1 Z/3Z), then a is the
trivial homomorphism. Suppose that a is not the trivial homomorphism. Let M be
the kernel of a. Let L Then L is a Galois extension of K with Galois

group Z/3Z and we can regard it as a Z/3Z-torsor. Since the homomorphism a
is in IH1^, Z/3Z), Lv is split completely over for each place v e Qk- This
contradicts Chebotarev's density Theorem! Therefore, a is the trivial homomorphism
and ni1(^,Z/3Z) is trivial. Since III1 (A^, Sn) is in the image of III1 (A^, Z/3Z),
III1 (K, Sn) is also trivial.

For A M4 (D) and G an outer form, let L be the Splitting field of the discriminant
of A. We choose a Splitting z from Z/2Z to S3 and we twist the sequence (1) by z.
Since z acts on Z/3Z as — 1, we have the exact sequence

(2) 0 -* Rk(Z/3Z) -* Z(S3) -* Z/2Z -» 0,

where we regard Z/3Z as a constant group scheme. Note that z is invariant under the

twisting because Z/2Z is commutative. Therefore, the sequence still splits. Consider
the exact sequence derived from (2):

0 -* R(L%(Z/3Z)(K) -* z(S3)(V> -* (Z/2Z)(K)

-> H1(K,R^k(Z/3Z)) -> H1^, Z(S3)) -> H1(K,R^k(Z/2Z)).

Since the sequence (2) splits, Z(S3)(K) is mapped onto (Z/2Z)(K). Hence we have

the exact sequence

0 -* Hl(K,R(^jK(Z/3Z)) -» z(S3)) -* H1 (K,R(^k(Z/2Z)).

Since III1 Z/2Z) 0, the set III1 Z(S3)(X)) is contained in the image of

H1^, r£^(Z/3Z)). Again, because the exact sequence (2) splits, for each place
v e Qk, we have

0 -> H\KV9R/KV(Z/3Z)) -> H\KV9 Z(S3)) -> H\KV9R/KV(Z/2Z)).

Therefore, III1 Z(S3)(K)) is in the image of UI1(K,R^k(Z/3Z)). Now, we

only need to prove U11(K,R^k(Z/3Z)) 0. By Shapiro's Lemma, we have
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that ni1(^,RL/^(Z/3Z)) IH^L, Z/3Z). As we have proved above, the group
UI1(L,Z/3Z) 0, so ni1(^,RL/^(Z/3Z)) 0. Consider the following exact

sequence:

0 rl/A:(z/3Z) RL/Ä:(Z/3Z) A Z/3Z -> 0.

In our case, the norm map Nr from R///j^(Z/3Z)(Ä') Z/3Z to Z/3Z is just the

multiplication by 2. Hence the map Nr is a surjective map from R^/j^(Z/3Z)(Ä') to

(Z/3Z )(K),and thus the map from H1 (K,R{^k(Z/3Z)) to

is injective. Hence, IU1^, R^+Z/^Z)) is also trivial. Therefore, in both cases,
the local-global principle for Isomextf^, G) holds.

Now we have all the ingredients to prove Theorem 3.19.

Proofof Theorem 3.19. Suppose that (E (8) Kv,a <S> idkv) can be embedded into
(A (g) Kv, x ® i&kv) over Kv for each v e Qx, i.e., E(G, / 0 for each

v e Qk- Then we have Isomext(*P, G)(XV) ^ 0 for each place v. By Lemma 3.21,

we can fix an orientation u.
By Lemma 3.20, the oriented embedding functor ©(G, u) has a ^-point for

each v e Qx- By Proposition 3.8, the only obstruction for ©(G, u) to satisfy the

local-global principle lies in UI2(X, sc(T)). As the proof of Theorem 3.15 shows,

U12(K, sc(T)) vanishes if there is a place v e Qk such that for all i, di e Tf2 if and
2

only if di e (F/ <g>x Kv)x Therefore, the oriented embedding functor E(G, u)
satisfies the local-global principle in this case. By Theorem 2.15 and Proposition 2.17,
the local-global principle for the existence of ^-embeddings from (E, er) into (A, r)
holds.

In the following, we provide an example when the local-global principle for the

embedding functor fails.

Example 3.22. Let Kbe Q(V—T), and F K[x\/(x2 — 3). Let Ef F x F x F and

E Er x Er. Let er be the ÄT-automorphism of E which exchanges the two copies of
Er. Then er is an involution and E*7 ~ Er. With the notation defined in Section 2.3,

we know that the right Aut(E0, ao)-torsor Isom((E0, cro), (E, er)) defines a class in
H1 (K, Sö), where Sß is contained in the Weyl group of ([Bou], Plan. IV). Let
be the corresponding root datum. Since comes from a class of H1 (K, Sö), ^ is an

inner form of *Po-

Let us fix four places of K such that F is not split over Kv. For example, we can
take a place v which corresponds to a prime number of the form 7 + 12/, where / is

a positive integer. By Gauss reciprocity, x2 — 3 is not split at v. Let iq,..., V4 be the
four places mentioned above. At these places, the corresponding Tits index of is

the following:
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Consider the following central isogeny:

1 —> fi2 X fi2 —> Spin6 —> PSOö —> 1.

Since we have no real places, by [San81], Corollary 4.5, we have

H^PSOe) -^H 2x/X2).

Also at each finite place v, we have

H^Ä^PSCfc) H2(Kv, fi2 x /x2) ~ Z/2Z x Z/2Z.

(ref. [K], Chap. IV, Thm. 1 and Thm. 2). Let [&] be the class in H1 PS06)
corresponding to (1,0) in Z/2Z x Z/2Z, for i=l, 2. Let [£/] be the class in
H 1(KVj, PSOö) corresponding to (0,1) in Z/2Z x Z/2Z, for i=3, 4. For the other

places v e £2k \ {^i, V2, ^3> ^4}, we let [%v] in H1(Aru,PS06) correspond to
(0,0) G Z/2Z x Z/2Z. By the Brauer-Hasse-Noether Theorem, we know that
there exists a class [£] in H1 (K, PSOö) such that the image of [£] in H1 (^, PSOö)
is [%v] for each v e Qk-

Choose a cocycle £ which represents the class [£]. Let G be the ^-form of G0

twisted by £. Since G and are inner forms of Go and 4>0 respectively, we can fix an

orientation u of with respect to G. Without loss of generality, we can choose the

orientation w such that u(A°(}^kVi)) 2 (A0(G^i)). Note that there is no orientation
u' such that u'{A0(^kv)) contains A°(G^) for both v v\ and v v3.

For each place v e Qk \ {^3, ^4}, we have w(A°(^i;)) d A°(Gkv), so by
Theorem 3.12, there is a Kv point of ©(G, 4>, u). On the one hand, for the place
v e {v3, Ü4}, by Theorem 3.12, ©(G, 4>, u){Kv) is empty. Therefore, the em-
bedding functor ©(G, 4>, u) has no ^-points. For the same reason, we conclude

©(G, 4>, u')(K) 0 for the other orientation u'. Hence ©(G, 4>) has no ^-point.
However, at each place v, we can always find an orientation uv G Isomext(^, G) (Kv)
such that uv(A°(1ifKv)) d A°(G^), so the embedding functor ©(G, 4>) has a Kv-
point for each place v. Therefore, the local-global principle fails in this case.

3.4.3. Involutions of the second kind. In this section, A is of degree n over K and

r is of the second kind. The corresponding reductive group G is of type An-\. In
this case, K and k are no longer the same.

Recall that iT: R^A:(Gm^) -> T (resp. z'g- G) denote the

embedding defined by the ^-structure morphism of E (resp. A). We first interpret
the ^-morphism condition into an orientation. Namely, we show that the following
are equivalent:

1. A k-Qmbedding / is a ^-embedding.

2. / ° ij iQ.

3. / is a k-point of ©(G, 4>, u) for some particular orientation u.
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Using the following lemma, we can concretely define the orientation u mentioned
above.

Lemma 3.23. Let Z R^^(Gm) and *Pz 0(Z, Z). Then

(1) The natural homomorphism from Aut(*P) to Aut(rad(*P)) induces an isomor-

phismfrom Autext(*P) to Aut(^z)-

(2) Isomextffi*, G) is a trivial Aul(^7)-torsor.

Proof Let yT be the homomorphism from the character group of T to the character

group of Z induced by ij. Then yT induces an isomorphism between rad(*P) and *Pz

and we have a canonical way to identify Aut(rad(VEQ) and Aut(VPz). Consider the
natural morphismfromAut(VP) to Aut(rad(VEQ). SincetheWeyl group acts trivially on

Aut(rad(^)), we have a natural morphism rj from Autext(^) to Aut(rad(^)). Note
that since Z is a torus of dimension one, Aut(*Pz) — Z/2Z. Hence, Aut(rad(*P)) ~
Z/2Z.

To prove that rj is an isomorphism, we only need to check it over ks, so we can

assume that is split and of type (M, Mv, R, Rv).
We first prove the injectivity of r/. By the definition of *P, we can find a basis

{ei}i i,...,n of M such that A {ei — G + is a System of simple roots of
R (ref. [Bou], Plan. I). By Proposition 1.3, Autext(VP) ~ Ea(VP). Let h e Ea(VP)
and suppose that h acts on rad(*P) trivially. We claim that h acts on vp trivially.

To see this, we note that h induces an isomorphism on the Dynkin diagram, so h

can only act on A trivially or exchange et — et + \ with en-i — en-i+\.
Let A(ei) Y!i=iaiei-
Suppose that h exchanges et — et + \ with en-i — en-i+\. Since

av(e\) h(a)v(h(e1)) forallav e Rv,

we have

an—1 an + 1,

at an-1, i 1,..., n — 1.

Besides, h acts onrad(*P) trivially, so e\ — h{e\) Y^=i bi (ei ~ei +1)- By summing

up the coefficients, we have Y^=i ai — 1 and honce nan-\ 2. Since ads are

integers, the only possibility is n 2 and a\ — 1. In this case, h{e 1) e\ and

h(e 1 — e2) e\ — ei, so h is identity.
Now suppose that h acts on A trivially. Then by the same reasoning, we have

ai a2 + 1,

a2 at, i 2,... ,n.
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Besides, h acts on rad(4>) trivially, so Y^=i ai — L Therefore, a\ 1 and üf 0

for / ^ 1, which means /z is the identity.
This proves that rj is injective.
On the other hand, since the —1 map on induces the —1 map on rad(4>) and

Aut(rad(4>)) ~ Z/2Z, we have rj is surjective and hence an isomorphism.
To prove (2), we choose a maximal torus V of G. Note that since K is in the center

of A, z'g(Z) is in the center of G and hence z'g(Z) is in T'. Let j'g be the map between
character groups of V and Z induced by iG. Let 4>g <1>(G, T'). Then we have

a natural morphism from Isom(4>, 4>G) to Isom(rad(4>), rad(4>G))- Since the Weyl
group W(4>) acts trivially on rad(4>), the above morphism induces an morphism from
Isomext(4>, 4>g) to Isom(rad(^), rad(4yT)), which is an isomorphism. Through yT
and 7g, we have an isomorphism from Isom(rad(^), rad(4yT)) to Aut(4>z), which
sends to 7g ° jf1. Therefore, wehave

£: Isomext(^, 4>g) Aut(VPz).

Since Autext(^) ~ Aut(4>z) and £ is compatible with the Aut(4>z)-action, £ is

an isomorphism between Aut(*PZ)-principal homogeneous Spaces. Since there is

a canonical isomorphism from Isomextf^P, 4>g) to Isomextf^P, G), the result then
follows.

With the notation defined in the above lemma, we let u e Isomextffi*, G)(k) be

£_1(1). Then for a k-Qmbedding /, we see that / o iT iG if and only if / is a

k-point of ©(G, 4>, u). Hence again, we can reduce the embedding problem to the
existence of rational points of f e ©(G, 4>, u) and reformulate Prasad-Rapinchuk's
Theorem as follows ([PR10], Thm. 4.1):

Theorem 3.24. Suppose that x is an involution of the second type. If E is a field,
then the local-global principlefor the K -embeddings from (E, er) to (A, r) holds.

Proof By Lemma 3.23, we can fix an orientation u such that / is a k-point of
©(G, 4>, u) if and only if / is a /sf-embedding. By Remark 2.16, ©(G, 4>, u)(kv) is

nonempty if and only if ©(G, VP)(£u) is nonempty. Hence, it suffices to show that
the local-global principal for ©(G, 4>, u) holds. By Theorem 3.2, we only need to
show that UI2(k, sc(T)) vanishes. Consider the exaet sequence

0 — sc(T) — RE«7Jfc(Räk(GM)) —> RS/fc(G») °'

from which we derive the long exaet sequence

— H1 (k,sc(T))— H1 (k,Re^CR^L(Gm))) — H1 (k,

— H2(/c, SC(T)) H2 (k,Re«/yfc (Re/L (Gm))) •••
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Since LQ2(/:,REa/^(R^1/)Ea(Gm))) LQ2(E(J,R^(Gm)) 0, we know that

Ul2(k, sc(T)) isintheimageofH1(/:,R^A:(Gm)) £X/Nr^/£(XX), whereNr^/^
denotes the norm map from Ktok. Let x be an element of k* and suppose that x is

mapped to Ul2(k, sc(T)). At each place v e £2&, let xv be the image of x in kv. Since

x is mapped to Ul2(k, sc(T)), x belongs to kx p| NrEa/^(IEa)Nr^/^(I^), where IE<r

and Ik are idele groups of EG and K respectively. By Hasse multinorm principle
(ref. [P1R], Prop. 6.11), x belongs to NrEa/£(Ea)Nr^/£(X), so x is in the image of
H1 (k, REa/k(R^Ea (Gm))). Hence x is mapped to 0 in Ul2(k, sc(T)), which implies

Ul2(k, sc(T)) 0. The theorem then follows.

Acknowledgements. Thanks to Brian Conrad, Philippe Gille, and Boris Kunyavskii
for their precious suggestions and comments.
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